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Bifurcation of the periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems: An analysis using normal form theory

D. A. Sadovskiı´1,2,* and J. B. Delos1,2
1Department of Physics, College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23187-8795

2Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440
~Received 26 October 1995!

We develop an analytic technique to study the dynamics in the neighborhood of a periodic trajectory of a
Hamiltonian system. The theory begins with Poincare´ and Birkhoff; major modern contributions are due to
Meyer, Arnol’d, and Deprit. The realization of the method relies on local Fourier-Taylor series expansions with
numerically obtained coefficients. The procedure and machinery are presented in detail on the example of the
‘‘perpendicular’’ (z50) periodic trajectory of the diamagnetic Kepler problem. This simple one-parameter
problem well exhibits the power of our technique. Thus, we obtain a precise analytic description of bifurcations
observed by J.-M. Mao and J. B. Delos@Phys. Rev. A45, 1746~1992!# and explain the underlying dynamics
and symmetries.@S1063-651X~96!10407-4#

PACS number~s!: 03.20.1i, 02.30.Hq, 31.10.1z, 46.10.1z

I. PURPOSE. ORGANIZATION OF BIFURCATIONS
OF PERIODIC ORBITS

The modern study of periodic orbits~PO’s! began with
Poincare´ @1# who realized that periodic solutions provide a
route to the study of nonintegrable dynamics. Thus, the idea
of chaos entered classical mechanics in close relation to pe-
riodic orbits. The concept of quantum chaos, the quantum
analog of classical nonintegrability, was also formulated
within a periodic orbit framework. Gutzwiller@2,3# showed
how to use semiclassical approximations to calculate the
density of states of a quantum system from PO’s of the cor-
responding classical system. Similar semiclassical expres-
sions were obtained for other observables, such as transition
probabilities@4,5#.

A particularly rich structure has been studied for the states
of the near-zero-energy Rydberg electron of the hydrogen
atom in magnetic or electric fields@4–7#. In this case the
large-scale structure of the absorption spectrum is formed by
those short-time orbits of the electron that begin at and return
to the nucleus. Many such recurrences have been clearly
identified in the experimental data@8#.

If fixed parameters of the system, such as energy or field
strength, are made to vary, then the family of PO’s changes
quantitatively, but may also change qualitatively, as a result
of bifurcations of orbits. For instance, as energy increases
new periodic orbits can be created, and as order changes to
chaos this results in a proliferation of PO’s. In atoms in fields
the new orbits are observed as new peaks that emerge in the
recurrence spectrum when scaled energy changes~see Figs. 5
and 6 of Ref.@8#!.

It follows that the mechanism of individual bifurcations of
periodic orbits, and their patterns and sequences~their ‘‘or-
ganization’’!, are of fundamental interest for the study of the
dynamics of nonintegrable classical systems and of their
quantum analogs.

A bifurcation of a periodic orbit is associated with a quali-

tative change of the flow~or the phase portrait! in the imme-
diate neighborhood of this orbit. Different types of bifurca-
tions are characterized by different changes. The simplest
way to observe these changes is to numerically generate the
trajectories in the neighborhood of the given periodic orbit,
and to plot a series of Poincare´ surfaces of section for dif-
ferent values of the parameter.

For two degrees of freedom this approach gives a good
idea of what happens, so it has been used extensively in
application to concrete dynamical systems. It does not, how-
ever, address the question ofwhy certain phenomena occur.
Instead, it essentially produces ‘‘experimental’’ data—a re-
sult of a purely numerical experiment. Furthermore, in ana-
lyzing Poincare´ surfaces of section we largely rely on the
pattern-recognition ability of our eye—a wonderful device
but, regrettably, a helpless one for plots of dimension higher
than 2 or 3. This limits the applications to two degrees of
freedom, where in fact almost all of such work has been
done.

The main purpose of this paper is to present a more gen-
eral and appropriate strategy of attacking the problem. ‘‘Nor-
mal form theory’’ is a perturbation theory that combines with
the principles of bifurcation theory and gives an approximate
description of classical motion near a periodic orbit and of
how that motion changes as the parameters of the system are
made to vary. At its lowest level of approximation, normal
form theory leads to the theorem of Meyer@9#, which asserts
that periodic orbits typically bifurcate in just five ways de-
pending on the period-multiplication factor. We show that
normal form theory can be used as a consistent quantitative
theory and that at higher levels of approximation~with more
terms! this theory describes not only bifurcations of the orbit
itself but also bifurcations of other orbits nearby.

In particular, normal form theory provides a logical foun-
dation for the observation that bifurcations of periodic orbits
can occur in organized sequences@10#. For example, looking
at the diamagnetic Kepler problem~DKP! defined in Appen-
dix C, Shaw@11# and Mao and Delos~@6# Sec. V C 3! were
studying how the new PO that they call ‘‘pac-man’’ was
created near the perpendicular orbit. They saw a period-4
bifurcation that had the expected ‘‘four-island-chain’’ pattern
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~these terms will be explained in Sec. II B!. However,
‘‘much more’’ was observed in the surfaces of section@Figs.
9~a!, 9~b!, and 9~c! of Ref. @6#, and our Fig. 1!. ~1! A stable-
unstable pair of nearby period-4 orbits was created by a
‘‘saddle-node’’ bifurcation.~2! A second such pair was cre-
ated in a similar fashion.~3! The separatrices rearranged into
two concentric four-island chains.~4! Finally the actual
period-4 bifurcation of Meyer’s classification occurred: the
inner chain shrank and collapsed onto the perpendicular or-
bit, leaving only the outer chain, whoseX points correspond
to the ‘‘pac-man’’ orbit. All these observations came out of
careful examination of many numerical calculations; Shaw,
Mao, and Delos~SMD! could neither anticipate nor explain
these sequences of events. We use the term ‘‘organization’’
when we refer to such sequences of bifurcations.

What does normal form theory give us? Consider the
function

f «~r,w!5~«02«!
r2

2
2~11a1coskw!S r4

4
2

r6

6 D , ~1!

with r andw polar coordinates on the plane, the order of the
resonancek54, a a fixed positive constant, and« a variable
parameter that passes through a fixed value«0 . ~a! The con-
tours of~1! reproduce numerically generated surfaces of sec-
tion. Thus our Fig. 1 is a contour plot of a function qualita-
tively equivalent to~1! and it is indistinguishable from Fig. 9
of Mao and Delos@6#. In particular we examine the station-
ary points of ~1!: the points where ] f «(r,w)/]r
5] f «(r,w)/]w50. These stationary points of~1! corre-
spond to periodic orbits~fixed points of the Poincare´ map!
found in Ref. @6#. As « varies, these stationary points are
created and destroyed in an orderly sequence of events, pre-
cisely corresponding to that in@6#. ~b! Normal form theory
gives a systematic algorithm for constructing such functions
from the exact total Hamilton function of the system. These

functions constitute reduced effective Hamilton functions
near a particular periodic orbit of the system. The function in
Fig. 1 has been obtained as a normal form. All searching and
experimentation with surfaces of section are thereby reduced
to examination of contour plots and stationary points of
simple functions.

Other bifurcations that SMD studied for the perpendicular
orbit ~@6#, Fig. 11! proved to have a similar organization.
Normal form theory provides an explanation: it shows that
for all bifurcations of the perpendicular orbit above a certain
scaled energy, the normal forms are qualitatively equivalent
to ~1! with k54,5,6,. . . . Specifically, the fourth- and sixth-
power radial terms have alternating signs, and higher terms
are small enough that they cause no qualitative changes in
the vicinity. This is sufficient to guarantee the presence of
just such an organized sequence of bifurcations.

SMD also found that one of the bifurcations of the per-
pendicular orbit seemed not to occur through such an orga-
nized sequence. Again normal form theory gives an
explanation—at low scaled energies the alternation of signs
does not occur in the normal form, so the complicated se-
quence is not present.

Normal form theory is also a natural and direct way to
deal with a priori symmetries of a physical system, which
can have important consequences for bifurcations of periodic
orbits. In the case with symmetry Meyer’s generic classifi-
cation has to be modified to account for the bifurcations that
are actually observed~@12#, Appendix B of @6#!. In normal
form theory,a priori symmetries become explicitly built into
the normal form, and they combine with additional symme-
tries that are induced by resonances. This leads to a complete
classification of bifurcations of periodic orbits with symme-
try. We plan to present such a classification in a separate
future paper.

Intriguing observations@6–8# and the lack of understand-
ing of the observed phenomena have inspired our present
work. The methods we use are well developed in the math-
ematical literature. Poincare´ laid the foundation of normal
form theory in his dissertation, Dulac considered normal
forms near resonances@13#, and Birkhoff treated normal
forms near periodic orbits as an important case of the general
theory @14#. An efficient Lie transform algorithm is a recent
vital contribution due to Deprit and others@15#. Two con-
temporary sources, one by Meyer and Hall@16#, and the
other by Arnol’d@17#, contain many original contributions to
the use of normal forms in qualitative analysis of bifurca-
tions. These books guided us well through the whole theory
and their influence is invaluable.

In this paper we review these theories, and adapt them for
our purpose. More important, we compose them into a uni-
fied, consistent procedure that can be used in a variety of
applications.~To our knowledge, this paper is the first to
carry through the whole process for a nontrivial periodic or-
bit.! The procedure is long, but ultimately rewarding. To
make the procedure accessible to the general physics com-
munity, to show its realization in all details, and to demon-
strate its usefulness we analyze the bifurcations of the per-
pendicular orbit of the diamagnetic Kepler problem. A brief
summary of the results was published in@10#, and we en-
courage the reader to return to that paper to keep the goals in
mind.

FIG. 1. ‘‘Organized’’ one-parameter bifurcations displayed by
the normal form near the period-4 bifurcation of perpendicular orbit
~contours are not drawn equidistantly!.
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In Sec. II and in Appendix A, we present additional back-
ground information that underlies the theory. The details and
implementation of the theory begin in Sec. III.

II. INTRODUCTION.
GENERIC BIFURCATIONS AND NORMAL FORMS

At the heart of the theory is an intimate relationship be-
tween bifurcations of periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems
and bifurcations of stationary points of smooth functions of
two variables. Let us introduce our subject by explaining that
relationship~see also Appendix A!.

A. Generic bifurcations of stationary points
of Morse functions

Qualitative theory of generic functions, known in math-
ematics as Morse theory@18#, is a basic theory that directly
applies to generic Hamilton functions. The main ideas are
intuitively simple and we survey them briefly.

1. Morse functions on the line

Consider a functionf «(q) that depends smoothly on a
single variableq and a single parameter«. Let us say that
f «(q) changes qualitatively if and only if as parameter«
varies, a new stationary point is created. This can occur only
if for some«0 there is a degenerate stationary pointq0 , such
that both f «0

(q0)8 and f «0
(q0)9 vanish. For example, con-

sider the one-parameter family of functions

f «~q!5~«2«0!q1q3. ~2a!

As « decreases through«0 , this function changes qualita-
tively from one with no stationary points to one with a maxi-
mum and a minimum. This change is known as a ‘‘saddle-
node’’ bifurcation or a ‘‘fold catastrophe.’’ Moreover, a
general smooth function having a degenerate critical point
can be locally reexpressed in the form~2a! by a smooth
change of coordinates, provided only thatf «0

(q0)- is non-
zero. Therefore we say that the one-parameter family of
functions~2a! is thenormal form that represents the~only!
generic creation of stationary points of functions on the line
@19#.

Now suppose that our functions area priori restricted to
be symmetric aboutq50. The Taylor expansion can contain
only even terms, and a bifurcation can only occur if the
quadratic term vanishes, so the normal form

f «~q!5~«2«0!q
21q41••• ~2b!

gives the typical~generic! bifurcation of symmetric functions
on the line, called the ‘‘pitchfork’’ @20#: as « decreases
through«0 , the minimum atq50 becomes a maximum, and
two new minima are created.

If a symmetric function changes qualitatively near
q0Þ0 we still expect the case~2a!—the only difference is
that at the same time exactly the same bifurcation occurs
near2q0 . Consider, for example, the function

f «~q!5«q2/22q4/41q6/61•••, ~2c!

illustrated in Fig. 2. For« large and positive, there is a single

stationary point atq50. As « decreases through 1/4, a new
local maximum~max! and minimum~min! are created at a
critical point atq051/A2, and they move apart as« contin-
ues to decrease. This is again a ‘‘saddle-node’’ bifurcation,
with cubic normal form~2a!. Due to the symmetry of~2c!
aboutq50 a twin max-min pair appears at the same time at
q08521/A2. As « decreases through zero, the twin maxima
move to the origin, ‘‘collide’’ with it, and disappear, leaving
the origin a local max for negative« @‘‘pitchfork’’ bifurca-
tion, with normal form~2b!#.

We further note that the two bifurcations areorganized:
they form a sequence of two events caused by a monotonic
change of a single parameter. In one-parameter theory this
phenomenon of organization is not generic. However, if
high-order terms in~2c! are sufficiently small, so that cutting
them off gives a qualitatively correct behavior off « in the
neighborhood of 0, such organization can be common: it
takes place if the fourth- and sixth-power terms in~2c! have
opposite signs.

Function ~1!, which described the bifurcations of PO’s
near the perpendicular orbit, is essentially~2c! with an angu-
lar modulation. As stressed in Sec. I, the organization of
bifurcations of stationary points manifested in function~1!
has been observed for many bifurcations of periodic orbits
@6,10,11,21#.

2. Morse functions on the plane

The theory for the planar case is central to our study. The
stationary points

~q0 ,p0!:
] f «~q0 ,p0!

]q
5

] f «~q0 ,p0!

]p
50 ~3a!

of generic~Morse! functions f «(q,p) are such that the Hes-
sian matrix is nonsingular:

V«5S ]2f «

]~q,p!2D , detV«~q0 ,p0!Þ0. ~3b!

FIG. 2. ‘‘Organized’’ one-parameter bifurcations of even func-
tions on the line exemplified by Eq.~2c!; dotted line gives the
position of stationary points.
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Whenever~3b! holds, the stationary point~3a! is isolated
from any other stationary point~is nondegenerate!, and it
persists~can be continued! over a range of«.

What are the typical qualitative changes in this case? The
simple answer has been given by Z&hilinskiı́ and Pavlichen-
kov @22#. The idea remains the same as in the case of the
line, but on the plane there are more possible symmetry
properties to consider, such as

f ~q,p!5 f „R~q,p!…, R5C1 ,C2 ,C3 ,C4 ,Ck.4 , ~4!

the rotations of the plane by angle 2p/k. The corresponding
normal forms are shown in Table I@23#.

In this table, theC1 ~no symmetry! andC2 ~inversion!
normal forms are the obvious two-dimensional generaliza-
tions of Eqs.~2a! and ~2b!. ForC1 , we get the saddle-node
bifurcation: anX point ~saddle! and anO point ~max or min!
are created where there was no stationary point before. For
C2 symmetry, there are two possible types of pitchfork bi-
furcation:O→ X with two newO’s created, orX→ O with
two newX’s created@20#.

To understand the higher symmetry cases, let us examine
k54 in more detail. Consider a functionf «(q,p) that must
haveC4 symmetry about the origin. The Taylor expansion of
f «(q,p) is best expressed in polar coordinates (r,w), and,
because of the imposed symmetry, this expansion can con-
tain any power ofr2, and it can also containr2icos4jw and
r2isin4jw, with j any integer. However, to makef «(q,p)
smooth in (q5rsinw, p5rcosw) at the originq5p50, we
must have 2i>4 j . If the coefficient of the quadratic term
r2 is nonzero, then the origin is an isolated stationary point,
so a bifurcation can only occur if that coefficient passes
through zero.Typically all other coefficients in this expan-
sion will not become zero at the same time. Therefore, the
generic representation~normal form! for bifurcations ofC4
functions is

f «~q,p!5«r21 1
4ar41 1

4br4cos~4w!1•••. ~5!

The structure of the contour plots of~5! depends on the
relative magnitudes of the constantsa and b. If uau.ubu,
then ~for a.0) when «.0 the origin is an isolated min
~O point in the contour plot!. When« passes through zero
and becomes negative, the origin becomes a max, and nearby
there are four symmetrically placed mins separated by saddle
points~X points in the contour plots!. We call this an ‘‘island
chain’’ bifurcation.

The reader can now verify the following.~i! If ubu.uau,
theC4 bifurcation ~5! has a different structure: four saddles
approach so that they collide with the origin when«50, and
then reappear with a different orientation when« changes
sign ~‘‘touch-and-go’’ bifurcation!. ~ii ! For C3 symmetry,
the generic structure can only be ‘‘touch and go.’’~iii ! For
Ck symmetry withk>5, the only generic behavior is the
‘‘island chain.’’ ~Hint: compare the degree inr of the main
resonance termrkcoskw and ofr4.)

B. Generic bifurcations of periodic orbits:
Meyer’s classification

Meyer @9# has established a simple theorem, which we
can state intuitively as follows. When we examine bifurca-

tions of periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems resulting
from the change of a single parameter, then the patterns that
our eyes will see in a surface of section are the same patterns
that are shown in Table I. A period-k bifurcation of a peri-
odic orbit looks like aCk bifurcation of stationary points of
a smooth function of two variables.

To understand this correspondence, several points must be
explained. ~a! The theorem describes generic behavior—

TABLE I. Generic one-parameterCk-symmetric Morse func-
tions f «: R

2→R and their bifurcations.

aLocal symmetry in the neighborhood of the stationary point.
bWe assume the critical value of parameter«050 so that the germ
of the family corresponds to the expression in this column without
the last term;aÞ0 andbÞ0.
c(q,p) and ~%,w! are local rectangular and polar coordinates.
dThe middle contour plot corresponds to the critical value«0.
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other things can happen, but they would be exceptional.~b!
We need to know the analog of the Hessian condition: under
what condition is a PO isolated in (q,p) and continuable in
«? ~c! Why is there such a close correspondence between
bifurcations of PO’s~which are special solutions to differen-
tial equations defined in a 2N-dimensional phase space! and
bifurcations of stationary points of functions of only two
variables?~d! How does symmetry enter? Nothing is as-
sumeda priori about symmetries of the Hamiltonian system;
yet a period-k bifurcation somehow manifests localCk sym-
metry.~e! What do we mean when we speak of ‘‘the patterns
our eyes will see’’? How complete is the correspondence
between bifurcations of PO’s and bifurcations of stationary
points?

1. Monodromy matrix and continuable orbits

The linear stability of a periodic orbitG«(t) is defined by
the ~eigenvalues of! monodromy matrix M« , the linear part
of the Poincare´ map:

x°P«~x!5M «x1•••. ~6!

It can be obtained if we linearize equations of motion near
G« and integrate them over the period.

In N degrees of freedomM « is a symplectic matrix of
dimension 2N22; in particular detM51. It hasN21 pairs
of reciprocal eigenvalues~@16#, Chap. II C! l(«), called
multipliers, such thatl1l251. For N52 ~two degrees of
freedom! generic matricesM have@24#

l1,25exp~6 iv!, ~7a!

with characteristic exponents iv either real~hyperbolic or
unstable case! or purely imaginary~elliptic or stable case!. A
matrix with

l15l2561 ~7b!

~singular case,v50) is not generic@Eq. ~7b! can be violated
by an arbitrarily small deformation ofM #, so typically Eq.
~7b! will hold only at some isolated critical value of«.

If multipliers are hyperbolic, the central orbit is unstable
and the neighboring trajectories diverge. Otherwise, if mul-
tipliers are elliptic, this orbit is~linearly! stable: the neigh-
bors may coil around the central orbit for long times, de-
pending on the nature of the nonlinear terms.

A fixed point of ~6! satisfies the equation

P«~x!2x5~M «2I !x1•••50. ~8!

The solutionx«50 of this equation is unique if and only if

det~M «2I !5 )
j51

2N22

~l j21!Þ0. ~9a!

If the above determinant is nonzero at«0 , then the POper-
sists~can be uniquely continued in«) in a domain surround-
ing «0 . Such a PO is calledelementary ~@16#, Chap.
VIII A1 !. Therefore Eq.~9a! is the analog of the Hessian
condition ~3b!.

If M «2I itself is nonsingular, singularity can still occur
for M «

k ~repetitions of the Poincare´ map!. Thekth repetition
of the periodic orbit is elementary~isolated and continuable!
unless

det~M «
k2I !50 for k52,3, . . . , ~9b!

l1,25exp~62pn/k! for n,k. ~9c!

Conversely, at those critical values of« such that Eq.~9b!
holds, a period-k orbit might be created or destroyed at the
central orbit.

The fundamental correspondence between the Hessian
matrix ~effectively—the matrix of the linearized equations
near the origin! and the monodromy matrix is further ex-
plained in Secs. V A and V C.

2. Reduction to two dimensions

In a generic one-parameter family of matricesM «
k Eq.

~9a! can only be violated at anisolated critical value «crit
@dl(«crit)/d«Þ0, cf. Sec. II A 1#, and Eq.~9b! does not hold
at the same«crit . This assures that the bifurcation itself is
generic and that no other period-k bifurcation occurs for pa-
rameter values within some~finitely! small open neighbor-
hood of«crit @25#.

In a generic theory thosel j («) in Eq. ~9a! that belong to
different pairs~7a! are independent functions of the param-
eter«, and, therefore, only one pairl1,2 satisfies Eq.~9c! at
a ‘‘time,’’ i.e., at an isolated value«crit . The eigenvectors
associated with this pair of eigenvalues define a plane in
phase space in which the bifurcation manifests itself. In this
way, the generic one-parameter problem reduces to dimen-
sion two @24,26#; with more parameters, more complex bi-
furcations can occur@27#.

The study of each individual one-parameter bifurcation
reduces to the study of an equivalent one-degree-of-freedom
time-dependent (2p-periodic! system. A more complex phe-
nomenon in which new periodic orbits are created at«crit is
structurally unstable: it can be decomposed into a sequence
of generic two-dimensional ~2D! phenomena ~at
«crit8 ,«crit9 , . . . ) by anarbitrarily small deformation of the
problem~of M «).

3. Correspondence of phase portraits of normal forms
and Poincarésurfaces of sections

The Kol’mogorov-Arnol’d-Moser ~KAM ! theorem and
the theorems of Poincare´ and Birkhoff assure us that around
any stable PO of a nonintegrable system, a surface of section
~SOS! will generally be horribly complicated, with high-
order island chains,X points, heteroclinic tangles, and struc-
ture within structure to all levels of resolution. How can the
simple functions given in Table I describe bifurcations of
periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems?~i! Normal form
theory replaces the exact Hamiltonian of the system by a
new effective Hamiltonian, which possesses only integrable
motion. ~ii ! The normal form correctly reproduces the large-
scale structures on the SOS; i.e., it creates an ‘‘interpolated’’
or ‘‘smoothed’’ SOS.~iii ! It does this effectively by averag-
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ing over high-order resonances in the system. The result pre-
serves short-time local structure, but smooths the long-time
structure.

The most important statement, which serves both as the
premise and as the backbone of our work, is that despite the
fact that the whole map is not reproduced by the normal
form, the short-time PO’s, their stability, and their bifurca-
tions, are reproduced by the normal form. In particular the
bifurcations of the fixed points of the map and of the corre-
sponding PO’s are completely equivalent to those of the sta-
tionary points of the normal form.

4. Fixed versus«-dependent coordinates

In real life the problem usually needs certain coordinate
transformations to achieve the standard normal form repre-
sentation, such as in Table I. The first step is similar for
functions f «(q,p) and for PO’s. ForCk bifurcations the ori-
gin of the coordinate system is translated to coincide with the
central stationary point off « ~central equilibrium! for all
values of«. In the case of PO we construct coordinates that
are normal to and have their origin at the central PO for all
« ’s ~Sec. IV A and Appendix B!. In general this coordinate
transformation is« dependent.

TheC1 case is exceptional: on ‘‘one side’’ of the bifur-
cation there are no stationary points~PO’s!, and on ‘‘the
other side’’ neither can be regarded as the ‘‘central’’ station-
ary point~PO!, so we cannot use their location to define the
coordinate system. Instead, a fixed,«-independent coordinate
system is defined having its origin at the single degenerate
stationary point~PO! that exists at«crit .

In the case of periodic orbits another« dependence comes
into the coordinate system on a later step~Sec. IV A!: when
considering the motion along the PO we change to angle-
action variables (u,J) in which one period of the central
orbit T« maps into an intervalDu52p. In other words we
use an«-dependent effective time (u) scale. This happens
for all Ck , k>2. In theC1 case we simply lock ouru scale
to the periodT« crit

.

5. Resonances and symmetries

In Sec. II A symmetry was imposed as ana priori prop-
erty and all possible canonical symmetries in the plane were
considered@22,23,28#. In contrast, bifurcation theory of pe-
riodic orbits @9,16# does not begin with any postulated sym-
metries. In fact we deal with generic periodic solutions,
which haveno special symmetry properties. Instead, symme-
tries emerge from the normal form procedure.

How this happens for periodic orbits will become explic-
itly clear after the normal form procedure is presented in Sec.
VII @see Eq.~66!#. Here we give a simple example of a
k53 resonance of a periodic orbit~@29#, Appendix 7!. To
study bifurcations of a PO we consider small oscillations
about this PO@in the normal plane (q1 ,p1)# driven by the
motion along the PO. Therefore, let us consider a one-
dimensional oscillator with phase space (q1 ,p1) driven by a
periodically oscillating forceF(q1 ,p1 ;u), with u the effec-
tive time. It is helpful to write (q2 ,p2)5(sinu,cosu), and to
think of (q2 ,p2) as coordinates that are associated with mo-
tion along the central PO. Then the effective Hamilton func-
tion of this nonautonomous problem is

H~q1 ,p1 ;u!5v 1
2 ~q1

21p1
2!1F, ~10a!

F5F~q1 ,p1 ;u!5F~q1 ,p1 ;q2 ,p2!, ~10b!

or in complex coordinatesz5q1 ip @30#,

H5 ivz1z1*12iF ~z1 ,z1* ,z2 ,z2* !

5 ivz1z1*12iF ~z1 ,z1* ,e
6 iu!. ~10c!

The forceF is nonlinear, i.e., it depends on (q1 ,p1) and the
degree ofF in (q1 ,p1) is greater than 2. We consider suffi-
ciently small oscillations in (q1 ,p1) and representF as a
power series inz1 ,z1* ,z2 ,z2* . The normal form reduction
eliminates from this series as many terms as possible. It re-
tains only ‘‘resonant’’ or ‘‘secular’’ terms inF, those whose
time derivatives are small:

dFres
du

'
]F res

]u
1v 1

2 $q1
21p1

2 ,F res%50. ~11!

If v happens to be 1/3@the frequency of the driver is three
times the natural frequency in (q1 ,p1)# the normal form re-
tains the 1:3 resonance terms:

F1:35 i @z1
3z2*1~z1* !3z2#1•••. ~12a!

In action-angle variables, such thatz15A2I 1eif1,

F1:354I 1
3/2cos~3f12u!1•••. ~12b!

Consider now~12a! in the plane (q1 ,p1) ~the plane of the
Poincare´ surface of section! at q250 (u50, p251),

F1:3uq2505~p1
313p1q1

2!p21•••. ~12c!

This term is invariant with respect toC3 rotation in the
(q1 ,p1) plane. Furthermore, the sameC3 symmetry persists
at all u if we use a coordinate system that rotates withu,
such asw5f12u/3. @This coordinate system rotates in the
(q1 ,p1) plane as we move along the central PO, cf. Appen-
dix A 3.#

Normalization thus createsC3 symmetry out of a general
Hamiltonian. However, we must be cautious since we have
not considered convergence of the normalization process.
While C3 is the exact symmetry of atruncatednormal form,
the only safe statement about the flow of the initial system is
that it isapproximately C3 symmetric; i.e., it is symmetric in
the same average sense as discussed in Sec. II B 3~@29#,
Appendix 7!. We return to this in Sec. IX B 1.

6. Classification of bifurcations

Now let us reexamine and reinterpret Table I in terms of
bifurcations of periodic orbits. We only need to say that a
saddle~X point! in the function plot corresponds to an un-
stable PO and a maximum or minimum~O point! corre-
sponds to a stable PO.

a. C1 bifurcation, saddle node, or extremal orbit.At the
critical point«crit condition~9a! is violated, Eq.~8! has more
than one solution, and the stability of the orbit is undefined.
The orbit isextremal~@16#, Chap. VIII A 2!, which means
that, like the stationary points of~2a! it cannot be continued
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near «crit @the two solutions of Eq.~8! exist either for
«>«crit or else for«<«crit#. Two orbits get ‘‘created’’ or
‘‘annihilated’’ as a stable-unstable pair corresponding to the
stationary points of theC1 function in Table I.

b. C2 bifurcation, period doubling, or transitional
orbit. The ‘‘transitional’’ orbit ~@16#, Chap. VIII A 3! is so
named because it changes stability while remaining on the
scene. The surface of section looks like the plots of theC2

function in Table I. The twin stationary points that~dis!ap-
pear at the origin are equivalent under theC2 symmetry op-
eration; the corresponding two fixed points of the Poincare´
map are equivalent as well, because they lie on thesame
period-2 orbit, and the period-1 Poincare´ map~6! maps them
into each other. We may call such pointsconnected.

c. Period-k or Ck, k.2, bifurcation. If there is a pair of
multipliers ~9c! the linear stability for thekth repetition of
the central orbit becomes undetermined, and it undergoes a
period-k bifurcation ~@16#, Chap. VIII A 4!. In the ‘‘weak-
resonance’’ case~last row of Table I!, the ‘‘island chain’’
pattern occurs: a stable-unstable pair of period-k orbits,
which wind n times around the central orbit when passing
k times along it, branch from the central orbit. The latter is
stable on either side of the bifurcation. In the case of strong
resonance (C3 and upper line ofC4 in Table I! no new orbits
are created at the center—the reason that it is called ‘‘touch
and go’’ @6#.

C. Vocabulary

Readers who are not familiar with the language of Hamil-
tonian bifurcation theory should note certain words that have
different meanings in other areas of physics.

Given a collection of differential equations
ẋi5 f i(x1•••xn), the set of functionsf i(x1•••xn) is said to
define avector field. That vector field isHamiltonian if the
differential equations can be derived from a Hamilton func-
tion: n is even, the setxi is divided inton/2 pairs (qi ,pi),
and there exists a functionH(p,q) such that
q̇i5]H/]pi , ṗi52]H/]qi . A Hamiltonian matrix is a
matrix that represents linear Hamiltonian equations of mo-
tion. ~A Hamiltonian matrix is not Hermitian.! For more pre-
cise definitions and more details, see@16,29#.

III. SKETCH OF THE METHOD

Arnol’d prepares us well by remarking that metamorpho-
ses of phase portraits of~Hamiltonian! vector fields near a
singular point and those of a family of trajectories in the
neighborhood of a periodic orbit constitute the two ‘‘most
complex problems of bifurcation theory’’ ~@17#, Sec. 6.34!.
The plot of our method is as follows. For a given periodic
trajectory of a system withN degrees of freedom, parameters
«, and Hamilton functionH«(p,q) we ~1! use angle-action
variables (u,J) and normal variations (qi ,pi),
i51, . . . ,N21, to describe the motion along and normal to
the trajectory~Sec. IV A!; ~2! solveH«(u,J,q,p)5E and
construct a reduced Hamilton functionJE,«(q,p;u), which
is 2p periodic in ‘‘time’’ u and is parametrized by energy
E and parameter~s! « ~Secs. IV B and IV C 2!; ~3! derive
linearized equations forJE,« and obtain their fundamental

matrix solutionXE,«(u) ~Sec. V A 2!; ~4! study the mono-
dromy matrixM5XE,«(2p) and identify critical value~s!
«n:k and corresponding resonant 232 subspace~s! (q̃,p̃)
whereM « either has eigenvalues6 i2pn/k (k.2), or can-
not be diagonalized (k<2, n51); ~5! use a Floquet trans-
formation to obtain a time-independent linear part with ma-
trix V5 lnME,« ~Secs. V B 3 and V D!; ~6! near each critical
value, construct normal formsJn:k(q,p), which areCk sym-
metric functions on the plane containing onlyn:k resonance
terms ~Secs. VII and VIII!; ~7! consider bifurcations of the
stationary points of these normal formsJn:k(q,p) in the
neighborhood of the originq5p50 corresponding to bifur-
cations of periodic orbits near and including the given~cen-
tral! orbit ~Secs. VII B and VIII B!.

In step ~6!, to obtain the normal form of the periodic
Hamilton functionJE,«(q,p;u), we transform nonautono-
mous equations of motion into autonomous but non-
Hamiltonian equations and then transform the latter using a
normal-form algorithm for ordinary differential equations
~vector fields! @31#. The normal form ofJE,« is obtained
from the normal form of the differential equations.~Connec-
tion to a more familiar theory for Hamilton functions is sum-
marized in Appendix E 1.!

The general formulation of our approach is clearly ana-
lytical but the realization is in most cases numerical. As the
theory is developed in the following sections, each theoreti-
cal step is followed by numerical implementation for our
example, the perpendicular orbit of DKP.

In this paper we focus on the generic dynamical aspects of
the problem, such as the organization phenomenon, and on
the instrumental role of normal form theory. We note that
our example~the DKP! has a number ofa priori symmetries
@32# besides those created by the normal form near the reso-
nances. This gives us an opportunity to distinguish between
generic and particular symmetry-related aspects of the
theory.

IV. EQUATIONS IN NORMAL VARIATIONS
NEAR PERIODIC ORBIT

To study bifurcations of a periodic orbit we study the
change of nearby orbits~the change of normal variations
about the periodic orbit! caused by the change of param-
eter~s! «. These variations can be found for any phase curve
of a system of 2N nonlinear differential equations. In the
vicinity of the phase curve, one of the coordinates, let us call
it u, may be chosenalong the curve, so that other 2N21
coordinates span the space of normal variations~ @17#, Secs.
5.26 G and 6.34 A!. Furthermore,u(t) must be monotonic:
du(t)/dt.0 for all t, so thatt(u) is defined everywhere,
and we can rewrite our initial system~near the phase curve!
as a system of 2N21 equations with coefficients depending
on u, the new independent ‘‘time’’ coordinate. If the phase
curve is aT«-periodic orbit~in general the period depends on
the parameter«) the coefficients are~for a properly chosen
t→u) 2p-periodic functions ofu.

A. Normal variations

We first introduce new coordinates in configuration space
(l,s)5(l,s1 , . . . ,sN21) such that ds ’s are variations
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normal to the configuration-space image of the trajectory.
ForN52 this was explained in detail in Ref.@7#, Appendix
D1, and we give a shorter description in our Appendix B.

In the new canonical coordinates (l,pl ,s,ps), restric-
tion of our equations of motion to the central trajectory is
obviously given bys5ps50, resulting in a one-degree-of-
freedom problem with HamiltonianH«(l,pl). Therebyds
anddps define 2N22 variations normal to the central tra-
jectory in the phase space of our dynamical system. On the
other hand, neitherdl nor dpl are normal variations, nor
can they in general be used as a new independent ‘‘time’’
variable. It is the action-angle variables

J5
1

2p R pldl5
1

2pE0
T«
pll̇dt, ~13a!

u~ t !5
2p

T«
t5S dE«

dJ D t, H«~pl ,l!5E«~J!, ~13b!

that suit the purpose~@33#, Chap. 7, Sec. 4.1, Proposition 1!.
Indeed,dJ, variation of the action of the central trajectory, is
clearly the last needed normal variation, andu is the new
‘‘time’’ variable. This important dynamical concept com-
pletes our construction of the space of normal variations for
a periodic trajectory of a Hamiltonian system.

B. Isoenergetic reduction

For time-independent dynamical systems we account for
energy conservation

H«~J,ps ,s;u!5E5const, ~14a!

i.e., we consider normal variations of the orbit restricted to
the set of constant energyE. Any variation dJ and hence
dE«(J)52pdJ/T« , the energy variation of the periodic or-
bit, should be ‘‘compensated’’ by variation of the energy of
the motion in the normal space (ps ,s). In other words, of
the 2N21 normal variations (dJ,dps ,ds) of a conservative
dynamical system only 2N22 are independent. These latter
are calledisoenergeticnormal variations. It follows that at
any givenu Eq. ~14a! defines a (2N22)-dimensional space
of isoenergetic normal variations, embedded in (J,ps ,s). In
that (2N22)-dimensional space the flow is Hamiltonian and
the reduced Hamilton functionJ«,E(ps ,s,u) is obtained by
solving Eq.~14a! for J as a function of (ps ,s,u) at fixed
« andE:

J«,E~ps ,s,u!52J. ~14b!

This reduced Hamilton function is 2p periodic in u ~in
‘‘time’’ ! and it contains energyE as well as« asparameters.
The solution of~14a! to obtain~14b! is possible locally by
the implicit function theorem because@34#

]H«~J,ps ,s;u!

]J
;

]E«

]J
5
2p

T«
Þ0. ~14c!

Following Arnol’d we call this procedureisoenergetic re-
duction ~@29#, Sec. 6.45B and Appendix 7C!. This time-

dependent Hamiltonian~14b! describes the evolution on the
single energy shell~energy level set! in the neighborhood of
this central orbit.

The concept of isoenergetic normal variations is in a
sense a generalization of the Poincare´ surface of section
method. In effect we are working with a continuous set of
surfaces of sectionS(u) taken at different ‘‘times’’u, along
the central orbit. EachS(u) is a phase portrait~a constant
level set!, a slice of the extended phase space of Hamilton
function J«,E and that Hamilton function describes the con-
tinuousu evolution of these sections. The ‘‘conventional’’
Poincare´ surface of sectionS̃ is defined as a hypersurface
~usually a plane! in the ~initial! phase space (q,p) transverse
to the central trajectory. The latter crossesS̃ at some
(u0 ,q0 ,p0) and there are diffeomorphic open neighborhoods
of (q0 ,p0) on S̃ and onS(u0).

C. Perpendicular orbit in the diamagnetic Kepler problem

To illustrate this method we consider a single electron
~such as in the hydrogen atom! that moves in Coulomb and
magnetic fields with orbital angular momentumLz50. As
shown in Appendix C the Hamilton function for this prob-
lem,

H«525
pu8
2

1pv8
2

2
14~u821v82!F ~u822v82!2

2
2« G ,

~15!

is nonsingular in the so-called semiparabolic coordinates
~C2!. We study one particular periodic trajectory, which is
normal to the field, the so-called perpendicular orbit. On ev-
ery major step our general outline will be followed by the
concrete application to this orbit.

1. Perpendicular trajectory

Equations of motion for this particular solution follow
from Hamilton function~15! restricted tov8[0:

H«~pl ,l!5 1
2pl

224«l212l652, l5u8. ~16!

No transformation of configuration coordinates is required
since in~16! the role of translational and normal coordinates
(l,s) is played by (u8,v8). The solution
G«(u)5@pl(u,«),l(u,«)# for Hamilton equations defined
by ~16! with initial condition t5l50 is shown in Fig. 3; it
can be represented as a~vector valued! Fourier series

G«~u!5FQ«~u!

P«~u!
G5 (

k51,3,5, . . .
FQ«

ksin~ku!

P«
kcos~ku!

G , ~17a!

u5
2pt

T«
, P«

k5
2pk

T«
Q«
k . ~17b!

Due to the simple kinetic term in~16! Q̇«5P« , and hence
~17b!. The dependence of the Fourier amplitudeQ«

1 in Eq.
~17!, periodT« , and actionJ« in Eq. ~13a! on the parameter
« is illustrated in Fig. 4. Notably, the ‘‘harmonic’’ termQ1

accounts for up to 90% ofl(u), and its contribution natu-
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rally decreases with growing«. In general we can qualita-
tively approximateQ«

k andJ« by linear, andT« by quadratic
functions of«.

2. Equations in normal variations

For the ~regularized! diamagnetic Kepler problem,E in
Eq. ~14a! has a fixed value, equal to 2, while«, or ‘‘scaled
energy,’’ is the only parameter. Nevertheless, the method of
normal variations begins by introducing an additional param-
eter, thevirtual energyE, and solving the Hamiltonian prob-
lem ~16! at different values of this virtual energy:

H«~pl ,l!5 1
2pl

224«l212l65E521dE. ~18!

(dE is the virtual energy going into transverse oscillations
when the trajectory deviates froms5ps50.) With the in-
troduction of this virtual energy, the transformation to
action-angle representation proceeds as a textbook one-
dimensional problem. For each scaled energy«, the trajec-
tory is computed at several values of virtual energyE, the
actionJ5J«(E) is evaluated as a function of virtual energy
E, and finally the canonical transformation (l,pl)↔(u,J) is
expressed as Taylor-Fourier series,

FQ«~J,u!

P«~J,u!
G5 (

oddk F Q«
k~J!sin~ku!

2pk

T«~J!
Q«
k~J!cos~ku!G , ~19a!

Q«
k~J!5(

i50
(
j51

Qi j
k

~ i1 j !!
« iJj , ~19b!

H«~J!5(
i50

(
j51

Ei j
~ i1 j !!

« iJj , ~19c!

FIG. 4. Amplitudelmax, first Fourier series coefficientQ
1 ~top

plot!, actionJ0 ~middle plot!, and periodT of perpendicular orbit as
functions of scaled energy«. J0(«)[J«

0 in Eq. ~21! is approximated
by a power 3 polynomial.Q1(«) is Q«

k51 in Eq. ~17! or Q«
k51(J0)

in Eq. ~19b!. ThisQ1(«) is obtained from an approximating poly-
nomial of power~3,4! in («,J). T« is obtained from different ap-
proximating polynomials for virtual energyE(«,J) as (]E/]J)21 at
J0.

FIG. 5. Variational study of perpendicular trajectory. Circles
show exact values of virtual energyE and periodT. E is approxi-
mated by a power 6 polynomial in scaled energy and action («,J)
with no J-independent terms;T(«,J) is obtained from the approxi-
mation forE and Eq.~19d!.

FIG. 3. Perpendicular periodic orbit in the diamagnetic Kepler
problem: solutionl(u), pl(u) at different values of scaled energy
«520.5, . . . ,0, . . . ,0.5.
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T«~J!52pF]H«~J!

]J G21

. ~19d!

The virtual energyE and Fourier amplitudesQk vanish when
J→0 and hence have noJ-independent terms. The depen-
dence of virtual energy~19c! and period~19d! on J and« is
shown in Fig. 5; typically, to obtain a 4–5 digit accuracy in
T« a power~5,6! approximation polynomial in («,J) is re-
quired for E(«,J). Table II gives the numerical values of
coefficients in Eqs.~19b! and ~19c!.

To arrive at the time-dependent problem~14a! we trans-
form the total Hamiltonian H«(pu8,u8,pv8,v8)

[H«(pl ,l,ps ,s) in Eq. ~15! by substituting
@l,pl#→@Q«(J,u),P«(J,u)# and obtain

H«~J,ps ,s;u!5H«~J!1Fps
2

2
24«s212s6G

22s2Q«~J,u!2@Q«~J,u!21s2#

~20a!

52. ~20b!

For the transverse motion in (ps ,s), the first termH«(J) is
an additive ‘‘constant’’ that can be ignored. The next square
bracket arises from those terms in Eq.~15! that contain only
pv8 andv8, and the last term describes periodic coupling of
the motions along and normal to the trajectory.

Now the isoenergetic reduction to~14b!: Eq. ~20b! defines
J as an implicit function of (ps ,s;u), and we need to con-
struct~minus! this function explicitly for (ps ,s) sufficiently
small @see discussion of Eq.~B2! in Appendix B#. This con-
struction can be done analytically, but a numerical solution
would do just as well: we solve Eq.~20a! at different values
of («,s,ps) andu, tabulate the resulting data, and approxi-
mate them by a Taylor-Fourier series

J«,H52~ps ,s;u!5J«
01 (

a51
~J« 0a

0 ps
2a1J«a0

0 s2a!
1

a!

1 (
a51
b50

s2aps
2b

~a1b!!(k51
J«ab
k cos~2ku!,

~21a!

with coefficients expanded in a power series in«:

FIG. 6. Reduced Hamiltonian in normal variations near perpen-
dicular trajectory ~21! as a function of angle variableu, for
s5ps50.5 at different values of parameter«.

TABLE II. Leading terms in the power series approximation for virtual energyE ~19c!, and Fourier
amplitudesQk ~19b! in the range20.5<«<0 ~11 data points! and21<dE<1 ~11 points!.

i j Ei , j 10Qi , j
1 102Qi , j

3 103Qi , j
5 103Qi , j

7 104Qi , j
9

01 0.3520 4.656 20.1936 20.0015 0.0071 20.0022
02 4.427 228.16 0.2880 0.3206 20.1319 0.0347
11 29.724 5.131 22.452 0.1129 0.0451 20.0180
03 211.38 159.6 2.729 23.289 1.158 20.2925
12 60.06 259.87 16.80 2.822 21.620 0.4397
21 220.26 22.081 213.70 1.681 20.0979 20.0256
04 36.92 2757.9 231.25 21.54 27.113 1.761
13 2351.5 383.8 231.89 248.84 18.73 24.538
22 283.0 248.84 155.0 22.923 24.884 1.758
31 29.369 243.64 228.65 7.635 21.689 0.2953
05 299.89 2858.0 179.5 2100.3 31.93 27.807
14 1530 21247.0 2380.9 397.7 2128.7 28.91
23 22069 805.0 2745.5 2115.6 69.80 219.11
32 301.7 386.4 366.6 250.96 2.625 1.381
41 60.21 246.43 8.229 11.29 25.025 1.423
15 24419 21233.0 3965 22018. 575.6 2120.2
24 7655 23586.0 464.8 828.9 2306.7 70.13
33 22235 2416.4 21441 2100.9 103.8 233.33
42 2469.9 281.4 2129.1 269.13 30.68 27.622
51 214.63 37.80 14.62 24.680 0.3694 0.3100
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J«ab
k 5(

i50
« iJiab

k ~a1b!!

~a1b1 i !!
. ~21b!

An example of such a solution is shown in Fig. 6. There are
no terms linear in (ps ,s) since the force vanishes for
(ps ,s)50 ~on the central trajectory!; more precisely, as
seen from Eq.~20a!, the potential energy is always}s2. The
first few coefficients in~21! are shown in Fig. 7. As ex-
pected, at«@0 high frequencies become increasingly impor-
tant, but nevertheless it is possible to obtain a good Fourier-
Taylor series approximation in a sufficiently wide range of
(ps ,s). Principal terms in~21! arepl

2 , l2, l2cos(2u), and
l4 with coefficients given below:

k ab J0 ab
k J1 ab

k J2 ab
k J3 ab

k

0 01 0.1932 0.0004 20.1613 0.3636
0 10 20.2379 23.608 20.0171 6.267
1 10 0.0352 0.0844 0.0249 20.2255
0 20 20.8223 22.172 19.78 17.87

For a physical interpretation, let us write~21! in simpler
notation:

J«,H525J0~«!1 1
2ps

2/m~«!1 1
2 @n~«!1A~«!cos2u1•••#s2

1B~«!s41•••. ~22!

For the transverse motion,J0(«) is an additive constant and
can be ignored. The effective massm(«)5@2J« 01

0 #21 is
close to 2.5 and nearly independent of«. The effective force
constantn(«)52J« 10

0 varies approximately linearly with«,
being positive~restoring! when«!20.12 and negative~un-
stable! otherwise@cf. quadratic terms of the initial Hamilton
function ~15!#. The quantityA(«)52J« 10

2 represents the
force constant for parametrically driven oscillations. Finally
B(«)5J« 20

0 is the force constant for the nonlinear~cubic!
restoring force. It is negative, indicating that the confinement

of s is weaker than what would be obtained for a harmonic
oscillator. The first three terms enter the linearized equations
analyzed in Sec. V D below.

3. Symmetry properties

Symmetries of the reduced Hamilton function
J«(ps ,s;u) in Eqs. ~21! and ~22! affect the analytic struc-
ture of the normal form as well as the geometry of bifurcat-
ing orbits.J«(ps ,s;u) is periodic inu with periodp, sym-
metric aboutu50, and it contains only even powers ofs
andps .

Let us see how symmetries of the original Hamiltonian
~15! and~16! and of the periodic orbit~17! produce the sym-
metries ofJ. Hamiltonian~15! is invariant under a number
of linear canonical transformations of the phase space, but
only two operations

Rl :~l,pl ,s,ps!°~2l,2pl ,s,ps!, ~23a!

Rs :~l,pl ,s,ps!°~l,pl ,2s,2ps! ~23b!

that leave the perpendicular orbit invariant are relevant. Thus
the invariance group of the perpendicular PO is

g5$I ,Rl ,Rs ,C2%;D2 , C25Rl+Rs , ~23c!

a group of order four.
Due to our choice of initial conditions the origins of space

inversionRl and time reversalC* :(p,u)→(2p,2u) coin-
cide, andQ« andP« in ~17! are, respectively, odd and even
functions ofu. We also note~cf. Fig. 3! that sincel50 for
u50modp ~at the origin! and pl50 for u5p/2modp ~at
the turning points! the Fourier series contain no constant
terms:Q«

0(J)5P«
0(J)50 in Eq. ~19!. Moreover, since the

perpendicular trajectory is degenerate@35# it is time-reversal
invariant: for everyu there existsu8 such that

C* SQ«~u!

P«~u!
D 5S Q«~2u!

2P«~2u!
D 5SQ«~u8!

P«~u8!
D . ~24!

FIG. 7. Mathieu-Hill’s equation for perpendicular trajectory: co-
efficientsJ«ab

k with a1b51 ~denotedka:b) in Eq. ~21!.
FIG. 8. Phase plot of perpendicular trajectory for

«520.5•••0.5. See Eqs.~24!, ~25!, and~26!.
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(u8Þu sinceQ« is odd.! This and the idempotency ofC*
mean that if applied to@Q«(u),P«(u)# the time-reversal op-
eration reduces to~see Fig. 8!

C* :u°u85u1p, pl°2pl . ~25!

Equations~24! and~25! can be satisfied if only odd-k Fourier
harmonics~starting withk51) are present in~17!. Consid-
ering action~25! on the perpendicular orbit~17! we conclude
that in fact

C* SQ«~u!

P«~u!
D 5C2SQ«~u!

P«~u!
D 5S 2Q«~u!

2P«~u!
D , ~26!

i.e., the action of the time-reversal operation on the perpen-
dicular orbit ~17! is identical to that of spatial inversion
C2.

V. FLOQUET-LYAPUNOV THEORY

We return now to general theory, and consider a general
2p-periodic-in-u Hamilton function as in Eq.~14b!. Such a
Hamilton function is the starting point of the local qualitative
study of the motion near the central PO. Referring to the
sketch of the method in Sec. III we now carry out steps 3, 4,
and 5: derive linear equations for the transverse motion,
study the monodromy matrix of these equations, and use a
Floquet transformation to make the linear part time indepen-
dent.

The first important result of the linear theory is the stabil-
ity analysis of the central periodic trajectory. Furthermore, as
described in Sec. IV B phase portraits of Hamiltonian~14b!
lead to a continuous periodic family of Poincare´ surfaces
S(s,ps ;u). The linear theory compensates for changes oc-
curring in S(s,ps ;u) by a linear symplectic
2p-periodic-in-u transformation of the transverse space
(s,ps). In other words we adjust our reference frame by
making a linear 2p-periodic canonical stretch and rotation of
coordinates (s,ps) while traveling along the orbit. By the
Floquet-Lyapunov theorem the linear part can be madeex-
actly time independent using this change of variables. This
transformation will subsequently be applied to the nonlinear
part of ~14b!.

A. Mathieu-Hill equations

1. Linearization of reduced Hamiltonian

For any givenu the pointps5s50 is an equilibrium: the
periodic force vanishes at the central trajectory,
ṗsu05ṡu050. ~The central trajectory corresponds to the cen-
tral stationary point of a function of two variables, such as
f « in Sec. II A 2.! Hence, linearization of the equations of
motion defined byJ«,E in Eq. ~14b! gives a quadratic Hamil-
ton function such as, for example,

J«,E
lin 5J0~«,E!1 1

2ps
2/m~«,E!

1 1
2s2@n~«,E!1A~«,E!cosu1•••#, ~27a!

ṡ5ps /m,

ṗs52s~n1Acosu1••• !, ~27b!

s̈52s~mn1Acosu1••• !. ~27c!

Without high-frequency terms denoted by ellipses these are
Mathieu equations@36#; Hill’s equations@37# can have any
periodic force. The following discussion applies to a gener-
alization of ~27!: any quadratic Hamilton function having
N8 degrees of freedom.

2. Fundamental matrix solution and monodromy matrix

Equations~27! describe~small! oscillations near the cen-
tral orbit driven by a 2p-periodic force that is proportional to
the displacement. The fundamental matrix solutionX(u) of
system~27b! ~of a linear nonautonomous Hamiltonian sys-
tem withN85N21 degrees of freedom! is a real symplectic
matrix of dimension 2N8 such that

X~0!5I , detX~u!51, X~u!PSp~2N8,r !. ~28a!

Then any other matrix solutionY(u) of ~27b! is ~@16#, Theo-
rem 3, Chap. II A!

Y~u!5X~u!Y~0!. ~28b!

In particular, since Eqs.~27! are 2p periodic Y(u)
5X(u12p) must be a solution and

X~u12p!5X~u!X~2p!. ~28c!

This shows that in essence, even though solutions of Eqs.
~27b! are not periodic, the group of diffeomorphisms defined
by these equations needs to be studied only for 0,u<2p.
Themonodromy matrix

M5X~2p!PSp~2N8,r !,detM51 ~28d!

defines the transformation over the period 2p.

B. Floquet-Lyapunov theorem

1. Logarithm of a symplectic matrix

Like any symplectic matrix, the monodromy matrix~28d!
has a logarithm~@16#, Chap. II, Theorem 2, and Appendix!.
However, matrix lnM can be real only if multipliersl ~ei-
genvalues ofM ) are such that Rel.21. Appendix D gives
the solution for case~7a!. If all multipliers are of type~7a!
@24# the logarithm is a blockdiagonal matrix with 232
blocks as in Eq.~D4! @38#.

2. Theorem

The fundamental matrix solution~28a! is not periodic,
however, by the Floquet-Lyapunov theorem~see@16#, Chap.
II E, @17#, Sec. 5.26 A, and@37#, Chap. 1.2! it can be repre-
sented as

X~u!5B~u!M ~u!5B~u!exp~Vu!, M ~2p!5M ,
~29a!

with B(u) a 2p periodic symplectic matrix, andV a
u-independent Hamiltonian matrix@cf. Eq. ~A1!#. The peri-
odicity of B(u) simply follows from ~28c!:

B~u12p!5X~u12p!M ~u12p!215X~u!M ~u!21.
~29b!
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Now we define a new reference framey, which moves
according toB(u):

x5B~u!y, ~29c!

and our equations of motion~27! reduce to a lineartime-
independentsystem

ẏ5Vy. ~29d!

The proof is short and instructive to follow. We slightly ex-
tend this proof by applying transformation~29c! to the full
nonlinear system:

ẋ5A~u!x1u~x,u!5Ḃy1Bẏ. ~30a!

In the new coordinates the equations of motion become

ẏ5B21A~u!By1B21u~By,u!2B21Ḃy, ~30b!

where the second term is the transformed nonlinear part of
the vector field, and the last term is the residual of the time-
dependent transformation. Using the definition ofB and
dX/du5A(u)X we express this last term as

B21Ḃ5~eVuX21!~Ẋe2Vu2Xe2VuV!5B21A~u!B2V
~30c!

~note thatV and expVu commute!, so that~30b! becomes
indeed

ẏ5Vy1B21u~By,u!. ~30d!

3. Floquet transformation of a Hamilton function

In the Hamiltonian case~Hamiltonian matrixA and sym-
plectic matrixB) the residual matrixB21Ḃ is Hamiltonian
~@16#, Chap. II A, Theorem 3!. In other words, ifF is the
generating function of~linear! canonical transformation
~29c!, andJ is the old Hamilton function with nonlinear part
U5O(x2), then

B21Ḃx5S 0 I

2I 0D¹x

]

]u
F, ~31a!

B21ABy1•••5S 0 I

2I 0D¹yJ~By!, ~31b!

and the new Hamilton function is

J̃~y,u!5yTVTS 0 I

2I 0D y1U~B~u!y,u!. ~31c!

Therefore, to make transformation~29c! of Hamiltonian
J«,E in ~14b!, with x5(ps ,s), we ~1! separateJ«,E into
linear ~quadratic inx), and nonlinear@O(x2)# parts;~2! re-
place the linear part by the time-independent quadratic form
with matrix V; and ~3! substitutex→B(u)x.

C. Linear stability in the generic case

As outlined in Sec. II B, the stability of periodic orbits is
traditionally analyzed in terms of the multipliers of the
monodromy matrix~28d!, the linearized Poincare´ map. We

can do the same using the quadratic part of the reduced
Floquet-transformed Hamilton functionJ̃, i.e., the eigenval-
ues ofV5V« in ~31c!. The two approaches apply near the
origin ~the central orbit!, and are, of course, equivalent since
eigenvalues ofV« are characteristic exponents ofM « @V«

Psp(2N8,r ) is the infinitesimal generator ofM «

P Sp(2N8,r )#.
Once the Hamilton functionJ«,E is put into form ~31c!

and its quadratic terms are made time independent, we ana-
lyze the stability of its central equilibrium~stationary point!
precisely as discussed in Sec. II A 2.@V«

T in Eq. ~31c! is the
analog of the Hessian matrix in Eqs.~3b! and ~A1!. If
N851, a max or min ofJ̃(y) is a stable PO while a saddle is
an unstable PO.#

For anyN8, elementary orbits correspond to isolated, i.e.,
nondegenerate stationary points of Hamiltonian~31c! ~Secs.
II B 1!. Thus if the central orbit, which corresponds to the
equilibrium at the originy50, is elementary, the matrix
V« is nondegenerate@cf. Eqs. ~3!#: none of its eigenvalues
iv j («) vanishes,

detV«Þ0⇔v jÞ0, j51, . . . ,N8; ~32!

in other words, all harmonic frequenciesv j of Hamiltonian
~31c! are nonzero.

These harmonic frequenciesv j («) in ~32! are indepen-
dent functions of«, and therefore typically only one of them
will pass through zero at some isolated value« crit @Vcrit has
a single nilpotent 232 block (0

0
0
b ). The set of degenerate

members of the generic familyV« is of measure zero.# These
«crit are the bifurcation points@24,26#.

There are three principal types of resonances in the re-
duced Hamiltonian problem~31c!: ~i! singularities in the lin-
ear problem and correspondingC1 andC2 ~period 1 and 2!
bifurcations;~ii ! resonances that involve one single mode of
~31c! and ‘‘time,’’ i.e., the motion along the orbit, and that
result in period-k (Ck), k.2, bifurcations;~iii ! if N8.1,
resonances between different transverse modes of~31c!.
Types~i! and~ii ! are directly related to bifurcations of PO’s,
and will be studied here. These cases are two-dimensional
phenomena and we can useN851 ~Secs. VI B and VII A 5!
@24#.

There remains one problem that is worth mentioning—the
absence of a real lnM « in the C2 case. Consider the 232
matrices in Appendix D. Domains of real and complex loga-
rithms overlap fort5 1

2uTrM u,1. TheC1 bifurcation occurs
at t51, at the edge of the complex domain, and therefore
can only be analyzed in terms of the real logarithm ofM @Eq.
~D4c!#. All k.2 phenomena happen in the elliptic domain
utu,1 and again we may use this real logarithm ofM @Eq.
~D4c!#. On the other hand, theC2 bifurcation happens for
t521, at the edge of the real domain, so that the complex
logarithm must be used.

To understand this situation better it is useful to imagine
the topology of the extended phase space (y,u), or, in other
words, the local topology of the constant energy level set of
the initial problem near the periodic orbit. For the real case
~the central orbit is stable! our space is foliated as a set of
tori. In the complex case the points at the beginning and the
end of the period are connected Mo¨bius-wise and the topol-
ogy is different@39#. To avoid the problem and to have real
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periodic-in-u equations we may double the period to 4p
@two sheet coverage~@17#, Sec. 5.26 G!# so that lnM2 is real.
The double-period system hasC2 symmetry and the bifurca-
tion is of typeC2 with two C2-equivalent stationary points
connected byM.

D. Floquet analysis for perpendicular trajectory

Let us now carry out this analysis for the perpendicular
PO of the diamagnetic Kepler problem. We obtain the lin-
earization of the equations in normal variations defined by
~21! by retaining only terms of typeJ«,01

0 ~there are no other
purely quadratic inps terms! and J«,10

l . Their coefficients
are shown in Fig. 7. To compute a fundamental matrix solu-
tion X«(u) we use numerical integration of the linearized
equations for two initial conditionsx1(0)5(1,0) and
x25(0,1) with x5(s,ps). The resulting column vectors
x1(u) andx2(u) form the matrixX«(u).

1. The half-period monodromy matrix

As explained in Sec. IV C 3 the reduced Hamiltonian for
the perpendicular orbit~21! is p periodic in u due to the
(Rl;C* ) invariance of the orbit. As a consequence, the
monodromy matrix~as well as the Poincare´ map itself! can
be defined atp, thefirst return time, M «

(p)5X«(p), instead
of at 2p, the actual period of the orbit. This circumstance
has been exploited by Mao and Delos@6# who computed the
‘‘half map’’ by registering all crossings of the surface of
section ~regardless of direction!. Using the half period we
should, however, remember how the halves are connected
into complete trajectories~see Appendix F!.

The trace ofM «
(p) is used to determine critical values

«crit
n,k at which an (n,k) bifurcation of the half map occurs:

t~«crit
n,k!5 1

2 TrM
~p!~«crit

n,k!5cos~2pn/k!. ~33!

This trace, and the associated solutions to Eq.~33!, are
shown in Fig. 9. The trace is a monotonic function of«: as

« increases TrM passes critical values withk53,4,5,. . . ,
and then 1 (k52 ‘‘occurs’’ for «→2`).

2. Floquet transformation

Since in our caset.21 ~Fig. 9! we can always use a real
logarithm~Appendix D! and this simplifies the analysis. Ob-
viously,B, the matrix of the Floquet transformation~29!, has
the same period as Hamiltonian~21!, i.e., because of sym-
metry Rl the the matrixB«(u) has periodp. We define

ũ 52u, so thatB«( ũ) is 2p periodic inũ and is represented
as a Fourier series on the interval 0<ũ,2p. Due to the
initial condition X(0)5I matrix elements ofB2I can be
cast in terms of pure sine or cosine~without constant term!
series as follows:

B«~0!5S 1 0

0 1D , B«~ ũ !5S @cos# @sin#

@sin# @cos#
D , ~34a!

where@sin# and @cos# mean Fourier sine and Fourier cosine
series,

@ f #~u!5(
l>0

F«
~ l ! f ~ lu!, f5sin or cos, ~34b!

F (0)[0 ~i.e., l>1) in the sine series andF (0)51 in the
cosine series. These matrix elements are shown in Fig. 10.

As outlined in Sec. V B 3 we transform Hamiltonian~21!
by substitutingx5(s,ps) for By in all nonlinear terms. Two
coordinate representations of the result of this substitution
are required for the subsequent normal form reduction. Be-
low we present the essentials of these results in the simpli-
fied Fourier series notation~34b! with amplitudesF ( l ) as
well as ordersl specified separately. To follow note that in
the spirit of this notation

@sin#@sin#5@cos#@cos#5@cos#, @sin#@cos#5@sin#.
~34c!

FIG. 9. Critical values of scaled energy for period-k bifurcations
of perpendicular orbit@Eq. ~33!, n51# and the trace of the mono-
dromy matrix calculated from Mathieu-Hill’s equation~circles! and
compared to direct numerical calculation~solid lines!.

FIG. 10. Matrix of the Floquet transformationB(u) in Eqs.~29!
at different scaled energies20.5<«<0.5 for perpendicular trajec-
tory @DB(u)5B(u)2I #.
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a. Polar coordinates. If the matrixV of the linear equa-
tions ~29d! is nonsingular~i.e., for casesk.2 in Table I! we
use action-angle coordinates such that

x5S s

ps
D 5B«~ ũ !A2I S sinwcosw D 5B«~ ũ !y. ~35a!

In these coordinates our reduced Hamiltonian becomes a
combination of Fourier series:

J«5vI1@cos#~2w!@cos#~ ũ !1@sin#~2w!@sin#~ ũ !.
~35b!

Both w and ũ series start withl51 for sines, and with
l50 for cosines; thew series has the form

(
l51

~2I ! l(
s50

F«,s
~ l ! ~2I !scos~2lw!. ~35c!

To understand the origin of Eqs.~35b! and ~35c! consider
nonlinear terms in Eq.~21!, such as

s45$b11@cos#~ ũ !cos~w!1b12@sin#~ ũ !sin~w!%4,

use Eq.~34c!, and verify that these terms indeed arep peri-
odic in w and 2p periodic in ũ. In fact, thep periodicity in
w is due to theRs symmetry:~21! is an even function of
boths andps . On the other hand, since we use a half map
M (p) with time ũ52u, our problem no longer possesses any
special property with regard toRl . ~In other words, we re-
duced our problem with regard toRl .)

In the actual numerical procedure that we have developed,
this Floquet transformation is done at a series of fixed values
of parameter« near the critical value«crit obtained in the
linear study ~Fig. 9!. (« dependence is reintroduced only
after a collection of normal forms at various fixed« is ob-
tained.! The old coordinatesx5(s,ps) in the Hamilton
function~21! are replaced by the new coordinatesy such that

x5B~u!Say5B~u!SaS rsinw

rcosw D , ~36a!

with Sa5diag(a21,a) a scaling matrix to have the quadratic
part in ~31c! in a standard form1

2vy
Ty. To actually express

~21! in terms ofy the values ofJ«„ps(y,u),s(y,u);u… are
sampled over a grid in polar coordinatesr, w, and ‘‘time’’
u. The coefficientsJ s, f

(k,n) in the Fourier representation~35b!
of J,

J~y;u!5 1
2vr21r4 (

k,n,s, f
J s, f

~k,n!r2sf ~2kw! f ~nu!,

s>k22, f5sin or cos, ~36b!

with (k,n) integers 0~if f5cos), 1,2, . . . , aresubsequently
obtained from a Fourier transform inu andw and a polyno-
mial fit in r2. Table III gives an example of these coeffi-
cients.

b. Rectangular coordinates.If the linear part is singular
the problem is essentially one dimensional and we keep rect-
angular coordinatesy. It is, however, convenient to work

with an imaginary Hamiltonian. This requires a symplectic
transformation with multiplieri , such that

x5S s

ps
D 5B«~u!SaS qip D 5B«~u!Say. ~37a!

This timea is chosen to put theps
2 term in the standard form

p2/2.

VI. IDEA OF LIE TRANSFORMATIONS

We return again to general theory. In the previous section
we have used an exact change of variables to make the linear
part of our problem time independent; i.e., we converted Eq.
~30a! containingA(u) to ~30d! containingV independent of
u. For the purposes of this section, let us temporarily sup-
press theu dependence that remains in the nonlinear terms,

TABLE III. Leading termsJs, f(k,n) in the nonlinear part of the
Floquet-transformed Hamilton function~35! for «520.31628~at
the period-4 bifurcation!. Notation as in Eq. ~36b! with
a51.0865 andv5

1
4.

k,n f 1025r8 1024r6 1023r4 1022r2 1022r0

0,0 cos 33.245 20.209 29.049 10.05722.7210
1,0 cos 224.049 221.335 244.672 214.713 6.0584
2,0 cos 232.437 28.1164 19.946 5.5598 21.9909
3,0 cos 28.533 14.670 24.8630 20.9033
4,0 cos 21.3781 26.3843 0.5400
5,0 cos 25.4510 0.9567
6,0 cos 1.5367
0,1 cos 216.209 24.1809 7.9024 4.9031 4.7888
1,1 cos 11.658 4.4147 212.978 27.6133 27.3363
2,1 cos 15.937 1.4335 6.7353 3.2879 2.2397
3,1 cos 213.937 22.4857 21.8001 20.5779
4,1 cos 0.5937 0.9152 0.1402
5,1 cos 2.7229 20.0968
6,1 cos 20.7650
1,1 sin 258.825 224.312 25.0572 21.1582 20.6157
2,1 sin 42.835 24.546 4.4981 0.820120.0393
3,1 sin 2.2239 210.913 21.5728 20.1711
4,1 sin 215.347 2.1211 0.1947
5,1 sin 6.6388 20.1050
6,1 sin 20.8866
0,2 cos 26.8055 23.3590 23.8895 20.8140 20.1055
1,2 cos 8.3255 5.3001 6.2688 1.2820 0.3812
2,2 cos 1.2230 22.3281 23.1390 20.5677 20.2516
3,2 cos 25.6703 0.1938 0.8366 0.0993
4,2 cos 4.2177 0.2845 20.0769
5,2 cos 21.5258 20.0913
6,2 cos 0.2354
1,2 sin 21.160 5.1828 0.2569 20.0105 0.1254
2,2 sin 215.665 25.2228 20.0709 0.0525 0.0273
3,2 sin 20.5131 2.3199 20.0809 20.0279
4,2 sin 5.4834 20.4549 0.0320
5,2 sin 22.4568 0.2462
6,2 sin 0.3434
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and consider a general autonomous set of equations having
the form

ẋ5Ax1u~x!. ~38!

The matrixA can now be used to construct a formal near-
identity change of variables

x5y1w~y!5y1O~ uyu2!, ~39!

which preserves the linear part of~38!, but which reduces the
nonlinear part to a ‘‘minimal’’ or ‘‘normal’’ form.

Let us introduce a formal small parametere, such that

ẋ5Ax1eu~x!1•••, ~40a!

and consider a change of variables

x5y1ew~y!, w~y!;O~ uyu2!. ~40b!

Ideally, Eq.~40a! might be reduced to a purely linear@up to
an arbitrary high orderO(uyus)# equation. This, however, is
often impossible; instead the normal form of Eq.~40a!,

ẏ5Ay1ev~y!1•••, ~41!

retains nonlinear termsv(y) that no transformation of type
~39! can eliminate. Such terms are the resonance terms~cf.
Sec. II B 5!, and they always exist in Hamiltonian systems
~see Sec. VII A 4!. To find the resonance termsv and the
correspondinggenerator w, in other words to shape the strat-
egy of the transformation, we study in the following section
the infinitesimal casee→0 with all higher orders neglected.

The finite transformation~operation of a continuous
group! for eÞ0, now written asy1w(y,e) in Eq. ~39!, is a
solution of the equation

]w~y,e!

]e
5w„y1w~y,e!,e…, w~y,0!50, ~42a!

defined by the generator~operator of the corresponding alge-
bra! w(y,e). In other words,

w~y,e!5e
]w~y,e!

]e Ue501e2
]2w~y,e!

]e2 U
e50

1•••

5ew~y,0!1•••. ~42b!

Clearly, to study the transformation of coordinates we need
to constructw(y,e) ~@40#, Chap. 12.2, Theorem 2.2!. How-
ever, it turns out that to obtain the new equations of motion
~41! we only need the generatorw(y,e).

We will see that reduction to a normal form is a stepwise
perturbation technique whose zero order, the linear part
Ax, remains unchanged, while higher orders are sequentially
reduced. The transformation accumulates: reduction of order
r contributes to orderss.r . The main advantage of the Lie
transformation theory is that it gives a very efficient way to
keep track of this accumulating transformation.

A. Algorithm of Lie transformation

1. Lie equation

Let us first focus on the principal aspect of the required
transformation and consider an infinitesimal (e→0) formal
near identity change of variables. Substituting~40b! into
~40a! gives

ẏ5Ay1eAw~y!2
dw

dy
e ẏ1eu@y1ew~y!#

5Ay1eFAw~y!2
dw

dy
AyG1eu~y!1•••, ~43a!

where the derivative ofw is a matrix

d

dyS w1

w2

A
D 5S ¹yw1

¹yw2

A
D 5S ]w1

]y1

]w1

]y2
•••

]w2

]y1

]w2

]y2
•••

A A �

D .

~43b!

Ideally we would like to put Eq.~40a! in a purely linear@up
to O(e2)# form ẏ5Ay1•••, i.e., to eliminate all nonlinear
terms of ordere. As seen from~43a! this requires solving the
homological or Lie equation~@17#, Chap. 5, Sec. 22C!

LAw~y!5
dw

dy
Ay2Aw~y!5u~y!. ~43c!

However, as was already known to Poincare´, the solution
w(y), the generator of the desired transformation, does not
always exist, so that in general the normal form~41! contains
some residual nonlinearityv(y).

2. Finite transformation

The Lie transformation technique provides an efficient al-
gorithm to accumulate~integrate! transformations. If the
generatorw(y,e), @41# the initial nonlinearityu, and the
final nonlinearityv are expressed as formal Taylor series in
e,

w~x,e!5 (
k50

ek

k!
wk11~x!, ~44a!

u~x,e!5(
r50

e r

r !
ur
0~x!, ~44b!

v~x,e!5(
r50

e r

r !
u0
r ~x!, ~44c!

we find the terms inv(y,e) by an iterative procedure:

uj
i5uj11

i211 (
k50

j S jkDL~uj2k
i21 ,wk11!. ~44d!

~Proof is in Ref. @16#, Chap. VII A2 or Ref. @40#, Chap.
12.2.! The operationL is often called the Lie product or Lie
bracket. For vector fields it is a commutator
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L~u,w!5
du

dx
w2

dw

dx
u, ~45a!

with derivatives as in Eq.~43b!. Thus operationLA is noth-
ing else but

LAw~x!52L~Ax,w!52L~u0
0 ,w!. ~45b!

The implementation of Eq.~44d! is best illustrated by the
so-called Lie triangle in Fig. 11. Rowsr50 ~the top!, 1, 2,
etc., of this triangle correspond to the order-r steps of the
algorithm. Each row hasr11 terms~columnsi50, . . . ,r );
the leftmost (i50) and rightmost (i5r ) terms are the initial
ur
0 and the transformedv r5u0

r . The calculation proceeds
with increasingr ~down from the top!, and i ~from left to
right on each row,ur

0→u0
r ) and involves~if r.1) interme-

diate termsuj
i with i1 j5r . To calculate a termi.0 in a

row we use already known terms in the columni21 on the
immediate left. We take the left term on the current row
@horizontal line, first term in the right-hand side of Eq.~44d!#
and add contributionsL(u,w) due to generatorswk with
k51, . . . ,r2 i11 combined with termsu in the left column
above our row@arrows from up left, sum in the right-hand
side of Eq.~44d!#.

The important point to notice is about the generators in-
volved. The lowest-order contribution due towr is of order
e r @the order of L terms in Eq. ~44d! is
( i21)1( j2k)1(k11)5r , cf. Eq. ~42!# and therefore the
effect of wr begins on rowr ~for transformation of order
e r) where it contributesonly to the termur21

1 in the i51
column. This main contribution bywr , which is, of course,
due toLAwr @i51, k5 j5r21 in Eq.~44d!#, can be used to
eliminate some of the terms of orderr . To find wr we first
assumewr50 and proceed along ther th row using genera-
tors of orders 1, . . . ,r21, already known from previous
rows, to calculateũr . ~The latter is the sum ofur

0 , the initial
term of orderr , and all terms accumulated due to previous
transformations.! Next wetry to solve the Lie equation~43c!
as

LAwr5
?

ũr . ~46a!

Oncewr is found we add its contribution2LAwr to all terms
in the row, ending with

v r5ũr2LAwr . ~46b!

This brings us back to the central problem of the theory—
solving the Lie equation with givenA and ũ.

3. Solving the Lie equation. Homogeneous polynomials

The key to Eq.~43c! is that operatorLA has invariant
subspacesP(ym) spanned by homogeneous polynomials of
the same total powerm, i.e.,LA :P(ym)→P(ym). Moreover,
LA is a linear operator onP(ym) with homogeneous mono-
mials forming a convenient basis. If the null space~kernel!
of LA restricted toP(ym) is not empty, then the normal form
v(y) retains monomials in this null space, KerLAuP(ym). As
we will see below in Eq.~52c!, precisely this happens if
there exist resonances of orderm. All other monomials in
the range space~image! of LA (ũmPImLA), i.e., all nonreso-
nant terms, can be eliminated by a proper choice of genera-
torswmPImLA .

Following these ideas we representwr , v r5u0
r , and

ur5ur
0 in Eqs.~44! and all other entries in the Lie triangle as

vector-valued polynomials inx, such as

uj
i ~x!5(

$m% S ~uj
i !1

$m%

~uj
i !2

$m%

A

~uj
i !N

$m%

D x$m%, ~47a!

wherex$m% is a monomial,

x$m%5x2
m2x2

m2
•••xN

mN , ~47b!

the sum is over all possible monomials of fixed degree

$m%5Hm1 ,m2 , . . . ,mNumi>0, (
i51

N

mi5mJ, ~47c!

and the well-decorated (uj
i )k

$m% in Eq. ~47a! are coefficients.
The relation between the powerr of the formal parameter

e and the degreem of the polynomial depends on the par-
ticular problem. Typically, in a Taylor series, the natural
correspondence isr5 i1 j andm5r11, specifically,r50
andm51 for Ax. In some cases~with symmetry! we may
havem52r11.

Further details of the implementation of the algorithm de-
pend on whether or not the matrixA can be brought to diag-
onal form. These two cases have to be treated separately; we
consider them in Sec. VII, where we also focus on the appli-
cation of the theory to Hamiltonian ordinary differential
equations~ODE’s!.

B. Nonautonomous equations with periodic coefficients

Application of the above theory to our problem, reduction
of nonautonomous equations of type~30d! to a normal form,
needs further analysis. There are several ways to go, but in

FIG. 11. Lie triangle.
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any case we should take advantage of the fact that the time
dependence of~30d! is 2p periodic ~cf. Appendix E 2!.

A direct way to take immediate advantage of the period-
icity in u is to introduce a supplementary pair of variables
@31#

x5S sinucosu D , ẋ5S 0 1

21 0D x, ~48a!

or, equivalently,

z5S exp~1 iu!

exp~2 iu!
D , ż5S i 0

0 2 i D z. ~48b!

We add two new differential equations,~48a! or ~48b!, to our
original system, and replace allu-periodic factors by their
expression in terms ofx or z. @Recall our change
u↔(q2 ,p2) in Eq. ~10b! @31#.# The resulting system~which
is now autonomous! can be put into normal form by the
algorithm already developed above. Moreover, the two
added oscillator equations are already linear and are not
transformed~‘‘time’’ is not being redefined!—their variables
and their matrices just participate in the transformation of
other equations. In other words, the corresponding compo-
nents of the generatorw are always 0.

In our application to periodic orbits, we go from 2N au-
tonomous Hamiltonian equations to 2N22 nonautonomous
Hamiltonian equations~isoenergetic reduction!, then back to
2N autonomous but non-Hamiltonian equations. The
2N22 equations describe oscillations transverse to the orbit
and driven by a periodic force~due to the changing potential
along the orbit!. The 2N equations include this force~i.e., the
motion along the orbit! as a dynamical subsystem. The latter,
however, remains independent from the 2N22 subsystem: it
pushes without response. It is the resonances between the
two subsystems, the driving and the driven, that are respon-
sible for the bifurcations of the central orbit. We consider
only the resonances of this kind.~In the generic situation
these resonances occur isolated from each other and from
those among the modes of the 2N22 subsystem.!

VII. SYMPLECTIC LIE TRANSFORMATIONS. NORMAL
FORMS OF HAMILTONIAN VECTOR FIELDS

While it may seem simpler to work with Hamilton func-
tions ~Appendix E 1!, the advantage becomes marginal for
an algebraic processor or a computer program—in particular
if the transformation depends periodically on timeu. We
implement the general~time-independent! vector field algo-
rithm in Secs. VI A and VI B, converting the differential
equations to normal form, and then we rewrite the result as a
new Hamilton function. This algorithm may or may not au-
tomatically preserve the symplectic structure of our initial
equations of motion. Even if it does not, we can make this
algorithm symplectic by requiring the generating field
w(x,u,e), the solution of Lie equation~43c!, to be Hamil-
tonian. More precisely, we require the 2N22 components of
w to be Hamiltonian when the two added variables~48a! or
~48b! are treated as parameters. The way to do this as well as
to solve Eq.~43c! depends on the linear part.

A. Normal form in the diagonal case

Consider a case where the matrixA of the linear part of
~38! can be diagonalized, let$l1 ,l2 , . . . ,lN% be the eigen-
values ofA, and take our equations already in the diagonal
form

ż5Az1u~z!5~l1z1 ,l2z2 , . . . ,lNzN!T1u~z!. ~49!

Since the field is Hamiltonian, Eqs.~49! are canonical. We
will use three different types of canonical variables: complex
(z,z̄), action angle or polar (I ,w), and the usual coordinate
and momentum (q,p). They can be defined as follows:

~q,p!5„A2Isin~w!,A2Icos~w!… ~50a!

5„

1
2 ~z1 z̄!, 12 i ~z2 z̄!…, ~50b!

with indices such that

z2s215 z̄2s52 iA2I sexp~ iws!, s51, . . . ,N. ~50c!

In the above notation the Hamilton function of Eqs.~49!
is @30#

H5 i(
s51

N

vsz2sz̄2s1•••, ~51a!

with N harmonic frequenciesv, such that

l2s5l̄2s2152 ivs . ~51b!

We say that these frequencies satisfy aresonance condition
if there is a set of integersms , s51, . . . ,N such that

~m,v!5(
s51

N

msvs50, ~52a!

and

M5(
i51

N

umi u.2. ~52b!

For l,l̄ we define

~m,l!5(
j51

2N

mjl j5(
s51

N

~m2s212m2s!ivs , ~52c!

mj>0, M5(
j51

2N

mj.2. ~52d!

Note that for vector fields~@17,29#, Appendix 7.E! the reso-
nance condition is often written as (m8,l)5l r , with
mj8>0 as in~52c! andM 8>2 @42#.

1. Solving the Lie equation

Let $e1 ,e2 , . . . ,eN% be the eigenvectors ofA and define
monomialsz$m% as in Eqs.~47c! and~47b!. These monomials
combined with the eigenvectorsek provide basis vectors on
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the space of vector valued polynomials of total orderm,

~53!

These basis vectors~53! are the eigenvectors ofLA :

LAek
$m%~z!5@~l,m!2A#ek

$m%~z!5@~l,m!2lk#ek
$m%~z!,

~54!

since

S ddzek$m%DAz5z$m%S k21 zero rows

m1

z1

m2

z2
•••

mN

zN

N2k zero rows
D S l1z1

l2z2

A

lNzN

D
5~l1m11l2m21•••1lNmN!ek

$m%

5~l,m!ek
$m% . ~55!

Consequently, eigenvectorsek
$m%(z) whose eigenvalues

@(l,m)2lk# equal zero form the basis of the null space
KerLAuP(zm). All others form the basis of the range space
ImLAuP(zm). This makes solving the Lie equation~46a!
straightforward: for each order of the transformation
r51,2, . . . , thesolution is

wr52(
$m%

z$m%S ~ ũr !1
$m%L̄1

$m%

~ ũr !2
$m%L̄2

$m%

A

~ ũr !N
$m%L̄N

$m%

D , ~56a!

with L̄’s being the inverted eigenvalues ofLA ,

L̄k
$m%5H @~l,m!2lk#

21 if ~l,m!Þlk

0, otherwise.
~56b!

This wr safely eliminates all termsũr in the range space of
LA , leaving only those in the null space.

2. Symplectic property

Solution~56! has been obtained for arbitrary vector fields.
If the initial field u(z) is Hamiltonian, we want to preserve
this property inv(z). In the diagonal case this will happen
automatically.

To prove this we only have to make sure that the gener-
ating fieldw(z) is also Hamiltonian, such as

wr5S ~wr !1

~wr !2
D 5 i S ~a11!21z1

a11z2
b

2~b11!21 z1
a z2

b11D , ~57a!

where (z1 ,z2) are canonically conjugate variables. In other
words, in the above example we require

~wr !1
$a11,b%52~wr !2

$a,b11%5n. ~57b!

Since the latter requirement is already fulfilled forũr :

~ ũr !1
$a11,b%52~ ũr !2

$a,b11%5m, ~57c!

and, clearly,

L̄1
$a11,b%5L̄2

$a,b11%5@al11bl2#
21 or 0, ~57d!

the symplectic property comes without any extra effort.
Thus, in our example ifL̄Þ0 we take

n52m@al11bl2#
21. ~57e!

It also follows that in the diagonal Hamiltonian case of di-
mension 2N we only needN nonconjugated components of
the generating field.

In the application to periodic orbits in Sec. VI B, the full
set of 2N supplemented equations is not Hamiltonian but the
original subset of 2N22 equations is Hamiltonian. The
above procedure also automatically preserves the Hamil-
tonian property within that subset if the variables~48b! are
treated as parameters.

3. Real transformation. Elliptic case

The eigenvalues ofA are either pure real~hyperbolic,
unstable central orbit! or pure imaginary~elliptic, stable cen-
tral orbit!. In the elliptic casel1,256 iv, the ‘‘eigencoordi-
nates’’ z1,25q6 ip are complex, andz̄15z2 . This means
that equations forż2 and ż1 are complex conjugates, and
therefore the corresponding components of all vector fields,
u, v, w, ũ, etc., have the property (u)25(u)1: the canonical
conjugate is the complex conjugate@30#.

Like the symplectic property, reality is preserved. In the
example~57! above, if the original equations are real, the
algorithm of the Lie transformation will always produce
combinations such as

wr52i S ~z1
a11z2

b!/~a11!1~z1
b11z2

a!/~b11!

2~z1
bz2

a11!/~a11!2~z1
az2

b11!/~b11!
D

~58a!

in the generator or the corresponding term

Wr52i
z1
a11z2

b111z1
b11z2

a11

~a11!~b11!
~58b!

in the Hamilton function of the Lie generator~see Appendix
E 1!. Therefore, the transformed equations will automatically
be real. The factor of 2i appears in front of all vector fields
@30#. @The two additional auxiliary variables~48b! also obey
complex conjugation; we will see this in Eq.~62a!#.

4. Birkhoff terms

The Hamiltonian case always possesses ‘‘uninteresting’’
‘‘resonances.’’ In Eq.~56b! let k51, (m1 ,m2)5(2,1), and
all othermi50; then

~m,l!2l152l11l22l1 , ~59a!

and this always vanishes sincel252l1 . Similarly k52
and (m1 ,m2)5(1,2) also gives zero. More generally, these
‘‘resonances’’ occur whenm15m261 for k51,2, respec-
tively @cf. Eq. ~57d!# and it follows that

L̄1
$a11,a%5L̄2

$a,a11%50 for r.0. ~59b!
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The corresponding null space terms that cannot be elimi-
nated from the vector field~41!, and its Hamilton function
are

v r52i ~z1z2!
aS z1

2z2
D PKerLA , ~59c!

Vr5~2I !a11~a11!21, ~59d!

with r52a ~cf. Sec. VI A 3!. These resonances therefore
produce a power series inI in the normal form of the Hamil-
ton function

HNF5vI1bI 21•••. ~60!

In a time-independent one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian
system with variables (p,q) these are the only resonance
terms, and they form a convergent Birkhoff series. The first
term represents rotation in the (p,q) plane, and the second is
the shear associated with that rotation.

5. Resonances ‘‘z:u ’’

Bifurcations occur when there is a resonance between the
period of the central orbit and the period of the transverse
vibrations~Sec. VI B!. Therefore the resonances of primary
interest to us occur between a transverse mode (z1 ,z2) with
eigenvaluesl1,256 iv and the auxiliary system (z1 ,z2),
such as defined in~48b!, with l3,456 i . For example, sup-
posev5n/k, n,k, andk.2; thenkl15nl3 . Physically
we are saying that ink periods of the original orbit the lin-
earized equations given transverse oscillations, so we look
for a period-k bifurcation. In Eq. ~56b! we consider
$m%5(m1 ,m2 ,m3 ,m4)5(0,k21,n,0), and we obtain

~k21!l21nl35l1 , ~61a!

which also implies

~k21!l11nl45l2 . ~61b!

The null-space term in (v)1 arising from~61a! is z2
k21z1

n . By
the symplectic condition@or by Eq. ~61b!#, the term
2z1

k21z2
n must occur in (v)2 . The vector field and the asso-

ciated term in the transformed Hamilton function are

v r52i ~z2
k21z1

n ,2z1
k21z2

n!T, ~62a!

Vr52i ~z2
kz1

n1z1
kz2

n!k21 ~62b!

→~2I !k/2~ei @k~w2p/2!1nu#1e2 i @k~w2p/2!2nu#!k21

5~2I !k/22cos~kw2kp/21nu!k21, ~62c!

with r5k211n ~cf. Sec. VI A 3! and the polar representa-
tion as in Eq.~50a! @30#. This is the principal, lowest-order
term of then:k resonance.

This same resonance produces many higher-order terms
in the Hamilton function: on the left-hand side of Eq.~61a!
we may add zero in the form 05a(l11l2) for any integer
a.0 to obtain$m%5(a,a1k21,n,0). This and its conju-
gate give

a~l11l2!1~k21!l21nl35l1 ,

a~l11l2!1~k21!l11nl45l2 ~63a!

for a>0. Furthermore, ifa.0 we also need

~a21!~l11l2!1~k11!l11nl45l3 ,

~a21!~l11l2!1~k11!l21nl35l2 . ~63b!

The resulting null-space terms are

Vr5~2I !a1k/22cos~kw2kp/21nu!. ~64!

Since all these resonance terms have the same angular
dependence~62c!, the effect of the resonance can be ex-
pressed more simply by means of a canonical transformation

~ I ,w!5S I ,w̃2
n

k
u1

p

2 D ~65a!

with generating function

F2~ w̃,I !5I w̃2
n

k
Iu1 1

2 Ip. ~65b!

This transformation expresses the resonant term~62c! as
Vr5(2I )k/22cos(kw̃)/k, and through]F2 /]u it converts the
linear term of the normal formvI to aI5(v2n/k)I , which
vanishes at the resonance. Hence we obtain a ‘‘time-
independent’’ formula for the normal form

HNF5aI1bI 21•••1gI k/2cos~kw̃ !1•••, ~66a!

a5S v2
n

kD;0. ~66b!

Higher-order resonant terms areVr5I k/21acos(kw̃), with
integer a.0 and r52a1k211n. @Recall the comment
above Eq.~5!: coskw̃ is combined withI k/2 and higher.# Of
course, the normal form combines these resonant terms~64a!
with Birkhoff terms ~59d!.

The time dependence has been moved out of the Hamilton
functions and into the coordinates, so that the old coordinate
and momentum in the transverse plane are

y5S s

ps
D 5A2I S sin~ w̃1p/22nu/k!

cos~ w̃1p/22nu/k!
D . ~67!

In particular atu50 (A2I ,w̃) are standard polar coordinates
for the frame y5(s,ps). Thus the contour plot of
HNF(A2I ,w̃) in ~66! corresponds to the Poincare´ section at
u50. More generally, all Poincare´ sections transverse to the
orbit have now been made to correspond to contour plots of
a function of two variables.

6. Generic structure of bifurcations
and sequences of bifurcations

Equations~66! bring us back to Meyer’s theorem on the
generic structure of bifurcations of periodic orbits. Stationary
points of aCk-symmetric function of two variables~66! cor-
respond to periodic orbits in a period-k bifurcation ~Sec.
II B 3!, so that the creation of new orbits is made visible in
contour plots of~66!. We find all generic structures by con-
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sidering all possible values ofk.2 and all possible values of
the parametersa, b, andg, remembering thata is small
and passes through zero at the bifurcation~cf. Table I!. This
normal form ~66! does not describe casesk51 and k52,
since there the resonance occurs within the linear problem
~Sec. VIII!.

The quantitativeimplementation of the procedure to ob-
tain ~66! gives much more. By extending the normal form to
higher-order terms, evaluating~numerically! all the relevant
coefficients, we learn not only what can happen in general,
but what does happen in any particular system. Thus, the
normal form may predict the regular sequences of bifurca-
tions and the order in which the bifurcations occur as the
parameter~s! vary ~Secs. I and II A 1!. In the following sec-
tion we will carry out the procedure for the perpendicular
orbit, and thereby explain the sequences of bifurcations that
exist in this system.

B. Normal forms near period-k, k>2,
resonances of the perpendicular orbit

As we have already discussed in Secs. IV C 3 and V D 2,
special symmetry properties of the perpendicular orbitRl

andRs result in some ‘‘nongeneric’’ features of the reduced
problem, and hence of the normal forms that are obtained in
this section. In a sense, however, these symmetries make
things simpler and more suited to highlight major aspects of
the general theory.

To obtain normal forms of one-degree-of-freedom
2p-periodic Hamilton equationsẋ5A«x1v«(x,ũ) resulting
from the Floquet transformation in Sec. V D we introduce
auxiliary variables~48b! and reduce the system of four~non-
linear! differential equations following the method in Sec.
VII A.

We begin by replacing polar coordinates (I ,w) and time
ũ in Eqs.~35! and~36b! by complex coordinates (z1 ,z2) and
auxiliary variables (z1 ,z2) in Eqs. ~48b!. ~Note that in the
definition ofz we useũ52u introduced in Sec. V D 2.! The
Hamilton function~36b! becomes

J«~z,z!5 ivz1z21 i(
s50
b50

~z1z2!
s (

a50
2a1s>4

~ f «,s
~a,b!1g«,s

~a,b!!,

~68!

where f «,s
(a,b) and g«,s

(a,b) are coefficients derived from Eq.
~36b! times functionsf (a,b) andg(a,b) defined below:

a b f(a,b)(z,z) g(a,b)(z,z)

a50 b50 1
a.0 b50 z1

2a1z2
2a

a50 b.0 z1
b1z2

b

a.0 b.0 z1
2az1

b1z2
2az2

b z1
2az2

b1z2
2az1

b

Due to theRs symmetry of the orbit, the powers ofz are
even.@~36b! is p periodic inw.# The Hamilton function~68!
without the overall factor 2i @30# is real, and moreover, all
coefficientsf «,s

(a,b) andg«,s
(a,b) are real.

The Lie transformation of the vector field of~68! natu-
rally preserves these properties. Thea5b50 terms are the

always present ‘‘uninteresting’’ resonances~Birkhoff terms
in Sec. VII A 4!. When v;n/k some of the terms
g(a,b)(z,z) become~nearly! resonant terms of type ‘‘z:u. ’’
From Eq.~62b! we conclude that the lowest resonance term
is such that (a,b) are

~2a,b!res5H ~k,n! for evenk

~2k,2n! for oddk.
~69a!

Then if we definek52ares, the normal form is

Hn:k5a~«!I1(
s51

bs~«!I s111 (
s5k/221

gs~«!I s11cos~kw!.

~69b!

To find how coefficientsa, bs , and gs depend on« we
obtainHn:k at different values«;«crit

n:k and approximate the
coefficients by a power series.~Usually a parabolic three-
point fit suffices.! Of course,

a~«crit
n:k![0. ~69c!

Note that we have thereby explicitly derived the rules
found by Mao and Delos for bifurcations of the perpendicu-
lar orbit ~@6#, Sec. III B!; in particular, Eq.~69a! explains
why only odd-k bifurcations differ from the generick bifur-
cation of Meyer and form ‘‘2k-island chain’’ structures.
@Thus for the period-3 bifurcationk53 in Eq. ~69a!, so
k56; cf. Ref. @12#.# Furthermore, as we show below, theI
dependence of the principal termsb and g explains other
bifurcations occurring near the central orbit.

Coefficients in~69b! that we obtained for the perpendicu-
lar orbit are given in Table IV. A particular result, which is
not related to symmetry, is that the period-4 bifurcation has
the ‘‘island-chain’’ structure (ub1u.ug1u) rather than the
‘‘touch-and-go’’ structure~cf. Table I!.

TABLE IV. Normal forms near 1:k bifurcations of the perpen-
dicular orbit.

f a f (0) f (1) f (2)

1:3 resonance at« crit520.4830 (60.0028)b

I a 20.797772 21.98580
I 2 b1 0.0432953 20.499818 22.76776
I 3 b2 0.351321 1.12411 4.70299

g2 0.00473866 0.0414095 0.595889
I 4 b3 0.415886 2.51807 25.8660
I 5 b4 20.357956 22.38341 214.1571

1:4 resonance at«crit520.3160
I a 21.25598 24.05203
I 2 b1 20.108838 21.63900 215.9104

g1 0.0440067 0.265658 2.77952
I 3 b2 0.710901 3.93034 36.2895

g2 0.194832 1.72993 25.6648
I 4 b3 1.92713 26.4671 521.614

g3 0.342389 4.39222 83.3024

aCoefficients f5a,b,g in Eq. ~69b! are approximated as
f («)5 f (0)1 f (1)(«2«crit)11/2f (2)(«2«crit)

2.
bRange of«2« crit used in our study.
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Periodic trajectories correspond to the stationary points of
normal form ~69b!. These points are easy to find because
they must lie on radial lines with anglesw0 such that

H w0 :
]Hn:k

]w
~w0!50J 5H 0,pk ,

2p

k
, . . . J . ~69d!

All we need is to consider two sections of~69b!—for w50
andp/k, and to find stationary points in these sections. The
stability of the points~and of the orbits! can be easily deter-
mined by comparing the sections. For instance, a point
(I 0 ,p/k) is a saddle if it is a minimum in thew5p/k sec-
tion but is higher than (I 0,0).

1. Symmetries and configuration-space images

Further analysis of the relation between the stationary
points or, more generally, the contour plot of~69b! and the
actual periodic trajectories involved requires reexamination
of the symmetriesRs andRl , that were considered briefly
in Sec. IV C 3. The Hamilton function and the perpendicular
orbit are invariant under these order-2 operations.

As is well known, at a bifurcation stable and unstable
orbits are created simultaneously. In our case the new orbits
cannot retain all the order-2 symmetries of their parent. They
must break a symmetry, and therefore they must appear as
twins connected by the operation of the broken symmetry.

The normal form near thek bifurcation has a number of
stable and unstable stationary points, which correspond to
fixed points of thekth iterate of the Poincare´ half map
@l50, pl either sign#. The half map itself connects these
points in sets ofk points, and thus defines the correspon-
dence between the stationary points of the normal form and
the periodic trajectories.

Detailed analysis shows that the following is true at every
1:k bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit withk>3: ~1! Four
distinct phase-space periodic orbits are either created or de-
stroyed. Two are stable and two are unstable.~2! At eachk
every new orbit is invariant under one of the two symmetry
operations,Rs or Rl ~i.e., they are all invariant underRs or
they are all invariant underRl). The other operation con-
verts one twin orbit into another~i.e., the other symmetry is
broken by the bifurcation!. ~3! If k is odd,Rs is broken; each
of the four new orbits is transformed into itself underRl .
The new orbits are labeledG i , and they are related by

G0↔
Rs

G2 , G1↔
Rs

G3 for oddk. ~70a!

If k is even,Rl is broken and each new orbit is transformed
into itself underRs . The twins are calledG i

6 , and

G0
1↔
Rl

G0
2 , G1

1↔
Rl

G1
2 for evenk. ~70b!

Of course, twin orbits have the same stability and other prop-
erties@43#.

~4! If k is odd the Poincare´ half map @l50, pl either
sign# shows k1k stable O points andk1k unstableX
points. Each such set ofk points corresponds to a periodic
trajectory with period 2k times the half-map period, i.e.,k
times the full period of the perpendicular orbit in (u8,v8)

space. In a full period of the new orbit anO point ~or anX
point! is visited twice, once withpl.0 and once with
pl,0.

~5! If k is even the half map showsk O points andk X
points. Each set ofk points corresponds totwo periodic tra-
jectories, one withpl.0 and one withpl,0. The period of
those orbits isk times the half-map period, i.e.,k/2 times the
full period of the perpendicular orbit in (u8,v8) space.

~6! In configuration space (u8,v8) one pair of twin orbits
forms loops and the other forms lines~see Figs. 13 and 15!.
Loops are G1 ,G3 and G0

1 ,G0
2 ; lines are G0 ,G2 and

G1
1 ,G1

2 .
~7! One pair of twins passes through the origin

u85v850 (s5l50) and the other does not. If
kmod 452 ~i.e., if k is even butk/2 is odd! then the lines
pass through the origin. Otherwise it is the loops that pass
through the origin.

All this is proven in Appendix F.

2. Bifurcation 1:3

Table IV gives coefficients in the normal form for the 1:3
bifurcation and Figs. 12 and 13 give plots of this normal
form. SMD ~@11,6#, Fig. 8! computed surfaces of section
near this bifurcation. The contour plot of our normal form
~Fig. 13! is indistinguishable from their numerically gener-
ated SOS. The 1:3 case is unusual among the bifurcations of
the perpendicular orbit. Most of the other bifurcations follow
the organized sequence discussed in Sec. I~Fig. 1!. How-
ever, in the 1:3 case,b1 andb2 have the same sign, and the
organized sequence is not present. Instead a single symmet-
ric period-3 bifurcation takes place and new PO’s are created
directly at the central orbit. Additional details of this case
follow.

The case«5EB22/3→2` corresponds to the zero field
(B→0) bound (E,0) Coulomb problem and is integrable.
Therefore, according to the KAM theorem most of the in-
variant tori of the Coulomb problem are preserved if« is
sufficiently low. The 1:3 bifurcation of the perpendicular or-
bit occurs at such low« ~cf. Fig. 9!. Thus, as we see in Table

FIG. 12. Normal form near the 1:3 bifurcation of perpendicular
orbit @cf. Table IV and Eq.~69b!# at various scaled energies«.
Dotted lines give the position of constant level sections in Fig. 13.
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IV the resonance termgI 3cos(p/3), which, in a sense, re-
flects nonintegrability, is very small compared to Birkhoff
terms (ug/bu!1), so thatH1:3 has only a small dependence
on anglew. This is well demonstrated in Fig. 12 where the
entire angular variation of the reduced Hamilton function
H1:3 is confined between the solid and the dashed lines, and
is ;1% of the radial variation.

Most ~all at «,«crit) of the constant level sets ofH1:3 are
~concentric! circles and represent the invariant tori of the
perturbed Coulomb problem. In other words, the actionI is
not only well preserved locally~in the neighborhood of the
perpendicular orbit! but in fact it is an approximate integral
of motion for the whole problem. Each invariant torus is
densely filled by quasiperiodic trajectories that coil around
the perpendicular orbit. The speed of the coil, and in particu-
lar its direction~the direction of the Poincare´ map!, relative
to v51/3, the speed of our reference frame@cf. Eq. ~65!#, is
given byẇ5]H1:3 /]I . At «,« crit this ẇ(I ).0, whereas at
«.« crit ẇ(I ) is negative ifI,I 0 and positive ifI.I 0 . In
other words, as shown by arrows in Fig. 13 trajectories coil
slower than 2p/3 per period near the central orbit, and faster
than 2p/3 if far from the center.I5I 0 corresponds to a reso-
nant torus that is destroyed by the bifurcation. The position
I 0 corresponds toẇ50, the minimum of the curves in Fig.
12. ThusI 0(20.44)50.147 (r50.542).

The destroyed resonant torus and its narrow vicinity
where the original Hamiltonian could exhibit chaotic dynam-
ics can be well observed in the contour plot in Fig. 13. The
new periodic orbits are the ‘‘bones’’ left from this torus~to
visualize the torus, superimpose the two upper left plots in
Fig. 13!. To find the correspondence between the contour

plot in Fig. 13, the half-period Poincare´ map, and the actual
periodic trajectories refer to the general outline in Sec.
VII B 1. For instance, the orbit whose direction is shown in
Fig. 13~a! by an arrow, starts from the origin and passes
~twice! the points 0, 1, and 2. Hence this isG3 . It and its
twin G1 are unstable.

3. Bifurcation 1:4

The period-4 bifurcation, even though it follows next to
period 3 at«1:4520.31627~Fig. 9!, occurs in a very differ-
ent domain. The global near integrability has been destroyed,
and a large part of phase space is chaotic. The absence of
integrability is well demonstrated by the profound difference
of the sections atp/4 ~deep minimum! and 0 shown in Fig.
14. The corresponding contour plots are shown in Fig. 1.

The most important qualitative difference in the 1:4 nor-
mal form is that the major nonlinear terms alternate sign: in
Table IV b16g1,0 but b26g2.0. This causes a more
complicated phenomenon, the organized sequence of three
bifurcations, already discussed in Secs. I and II A 1.

We consider functionH1:4 in Table IV and easily find
that the sequence begins with the saddle-node (C1) bifurca-
tion at w5p/4 and «85«1:420.008123520.324403 fol-
lowed by a similar bifurcation at w50 and
«95«1:420.001106520.317386. Shortly after that, at
«1:420.000882520.317162 the two saddle points change
their relative position so that a qualitative change of the
separatrices occurs.@The moment when the two saddles are
at the same level is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 14; it
corresponds to a single ‘‘degenerated’’ separatrix nearly
shown in Fig. 1~c!.# All these values completely agree with
those observed numerically by Mao and Delos~@6#, Sec.
V C 3! ~cf. their «8'20.325, and«9'20.3173).

Eight periodic orbits are involved; the ones that eventu-
ally survive are shown in Fig. 15. The other four are similar

FIG. 13. Periodic trajectories created in the period-3 bifurcation
~above!: ~a! stable trajectoriesG0,2 in (u,v) coordinates;~b! un-
stable trajectoriesG1,3 in (u,v) and (r,z) coordinates. Constant
level sections of the 1:3 normal form~below!.

FIG. 14. Normal form near the 1:4 bifurcation of the perpen-
dicular orbit@cf. Table IV and Eq.~69b!# at various scaled energies
«. Dotted lines show the position of stationary points; the dashed
line on the enhanced graph~left! shows the position of the unified
separatrix @cf. Fig. 1~c!#. Sections are plotted for
103(«1:42«)510 ~top trace in each family!, 8.12, 6, 4, 2, 1.1,
0.88, 0,21, 22, and23 on the right; and 2, 1.7, 1.4, 1.1, 0.88,
0.6 on the left.
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to those shown, they contract to the perpendicular orbit and
disappear at«1:4.

4. Bifurcations at higher«

The alternation of signs in the normal form and the con-
comitant organized sequences of bifurcations of perpendicu-
lar PO persist at higher«, where the other 1:k bifurcations
occur ~Fig. 9!. Except for the 1:3 bifurcation at low« ~Sec.
VII B 2 and Fig. 13!, all of the 1:k bifurcations that we and
SMD @6,11# examined exhibit the same organized sequence.

This raises an interesting question. The last bifurcation of
the perpendicular PO occurs when it goes unstable at
«520.1273. Calculations@6,11# had shown that at this
point two unstable PO’s collide with the perpendicular PO
and disappear, so it is a pitchfork bifurcation~Table I,C2
type, caseab,0). Does this bifurcation also occur through
an organized sequence? If so, we would look for a twin
saddle-node bifurcation creating twin stable-unstable pairs of
PO’s at some lower« with the two twin unstable PO’s closer
to the perpendicular orbit in the center; then as« increases
we would expect these unstable PO’s move towards the cen-
ter and disappear.

To answer this question, we need to create some more
machinery, because for thisC2 bifurcation, the matrix
V(«crit) is singular, and cannot be put into diagonal form.
The Lie-transformation scheme is given in the following sec-
tion.

VIII. NORMAL FORM IN THE SINGULAR CASE

The above construction in Sec. VII A presumed that the
matrixA representing the linear part of the differential equa-
tions and the associated matrix representation ofLA could be
put into diagonal form. The procedure, and the resulting nor-
mal form, describes allk bifurcations withk>3. Thek51
and k52 resonances are distinct cases. The matrixA, and
the associated representation ofLA , cannot be converted to
diagonal form. Therefore a different approach is required.

The essential result is the following~@17#, Chap. 6, Sec.
35D!: given

S ẋ1ẋ2D 5S 0 1

0 0D S x1x2D 1u~x1 ,x2!, ~71a!

normalization convertsu(x) to

v~x1 ,x2!5S 0

ax1
21bx1x21•••

D . ~71b!

In the Hamiltonian casebx1x2 is forced to be zero. That
leads to a Hamilton function in the form

HNF~x1 ,x2!5 1
2x2

22 1
3ax1

31•••. ~71c!

The lowest terms in the normal form of the Hamilton func-
tion represent a particle moving on a cubic potential curve
@cf. Eq. ~2a!#. For period 2 or in the case of symmetryC2 ,
the normal form of the Hamilton function is

HNF~x1 ,x2!5 1
2x2

22 1
4ax1

41••• ~71d!

@cf. Eq. ~2b!#, a quartic potential energy.
As before, to get a quantitative scheme for generating

higher-order terms, we have to construct carefully a rather
elaborate procedure.

A. General procedure

Matrices A in a one-parameter generic family have at
most one 232 Jordan block~71a! at an isolated value of the
parameter~@17#, Chap. 6, Sec. 30E, Corollary on p. 246!. In
the Hamiltonian case the diagonal elements of this block
vanish@24#.

Consider a problem of dimensionN with a singular linear
part, and let~symplectic! coordinates (x1 ,x2) span the sin-
gular subspace ofA in ~38! and (z3 ,z4 , . . . ,zN), the regular
subspace whereA has been brought to diagonal form
diag(l3 ,l4 , . . . ), sothat

S ẋżD 5AS xzD 1u~x,z!5S x2

0

l3z3

A
D 1u~x,z!. ~72a!

More generally, we study a parametric family of matrices
A near a singular point, such as

A5S 0 1
0

a 0

l3

0 l4

�

D , a;0, ~72b!

with off-diagonal elementa and eigenvaluesl depending on
the parameter~s! of our problem« ~not to be confused with
e, the formal parameter of Lie theory!. At the critical point
a(«crit)50 andA in ~72b! is singular—aC1 bifurcation oc-
curs.

The idea of the transformation is basically the same: we
introduce vector monomials, similar to those in Eqs.~47a!
and ~53!, and try to solve the Lie equation~43c!, i.e., to
‘‘remove all removable terms’’ fromu(x). Having the recipe
for Eq. ~43c! we apply iteration~44d!. The problem is that
we no longer work with an eigenbasis ofLA . The key to the
solution is that KerLA can still be constructed in terms of
~53!.

FIG. 15. Periodic trajectories created near the perpendicular or-
bit before it undergoes a half period-4~actual period-2! bifurcation:
~a! stable trajectories in (u,v) coordinatesG1

6 ; ~b! unstable trajec-
tories G0

6 or ‘‘pacmen’’ in (u,v) and in (r,z) coordinates for
scaled energy«520.31.
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1. Vector valued polynomial basis

The major property of operatorLA , already used in Secs.
VI A 3 and VII A, is that it conserves the total power in
(x,z). It, in fact, separately conserves total powers inx and
in z, and furthermore it is clear that forz3 , . . . ,zN , the
coordinates on the regular subspace,LA conserves each in-
dividual powerm3 , . . . ,mN . This approves the construction
of the following vector valued functions:

w$ l ,m%~x,z!5w$ l %~x!z$m%5S w1~x!

w2~x!

w3~x!

A
D z3m3

•••zN
mN . ~73a!

Here the functionswj (x) are homogeneous polynomials in
(x1 ,x2) of fixed degree l , and z$m% is a monomial in
z3 , . . . ,zN , with fixed individual powers@cf. Eqs.~47b! and
~47c!#. The derivative@cf. Eq. ~43b!# is given by

dw~x,z!

d~x,z!
5S ]w1

]x1

]w1

]x2

m3w1

z3

m4w1

z4
•••

]w2

]x1

]w2

]x2

m3w2

z3

m4w2

z4
•••

A A A A �

D z$m%,

~73b!

and one can show that subspaces spanned by vectors~73a!
~together with 0! with fixed l and$m% ~and hencel1m) are
indeed invariant under the action ofLA . Henceforth we work
in each subspace of polynomials with fixed degreel and
fixed set$m%.

2. Solving the Lie equation fora50

Let w andu be vector-valued polynomials of type~73a!.
We first consider a pure singular casea50, such that

LAw5S dw~x,z!

d~x,z! D S x2

0

l3z3

A
D 2S w2

0

l3w3

A
D ~74a!

5S Pw12w2

Pw2

•••

~P2lk!wk

•••

D z$m%5
? S u1

u2

•••

uk

•••

D z$m%,

~74b!

and

P5~l,m!1x2
]

]x1
. ~74c!

We canalwayssolve the first row in Eq.~74b! to obtain

w2~x!5Pw1~x!2u1~x!. ~75a!

In other words, we can always findw2(x) such that in the
normal formu1→v150.

Evaluation of v2 is more complicated. Substitution of
~75a! into the second row of Eq.~74b! gives an equation for
w1 , while the rest remains the same as in Eq.~74b!:

P2w15
?

u21Pu1 , ~75b!

~P2lk!wk5
?

uk for k.2. ~75c!

For these equations to be solvable with arbitrary right-hand
side~rhs! the kernel ofP andP2lk should be empty. This
occurs only if (l,m)Þ0 and (l,m)2lkÞ0.

The convenient representation ofwj (x) andP is the set
of monomials of degreel , x1

l1x2
l2 l1 , which span an

( l11)-dimensional invariant subspace of the operatorP. In
this subspace we find from~74c! thatP is represented by the
matrix

@ l # @ l21# ••• @2# @1# @0# w/u

P5S L

l L

0 l21 �

0 � L

� 2 L

0 1 L

D @ l #

@ l21#

@ l22#

A

@1#

@0#

~76!

Rows and columns are labeled by the value ofl 1 , and
L5(l,m). P2lk in Eq. ~75c! is represented by a matrix of
the same form, but withL5(l,m)2lk . The matrix ~76!
has rankl11 only if LÞ0. If (l,m)Þ0 or (l,m)2lkÞ0
then Eq.~75b! or ~75c! has a unique solutionw, which elimi-
nates the corresponding termsu(x,z) from the normal form.

Referring to Eq.~75c!, if L5(l,m)2lk50, thex1
l com-

ponent ofuk(x) cannot be eliminated, and thex2
l component

of wk(x) is undetermined (KerP5x2
l ). Turning to Eq.~75b!,

the matrix ofP2 is lower tridiagonal:

~P2! i i5L2, i50, . . . ,l ; ~77a!

~P2! i i1152L~ l2 i !, i50, . . . ,l21, ~77b!

~P2! i i125~ l2 i !~ l2 i21!, i50, . . . ,l22. ~77c!
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When L5(l,m)50 this matrix has rank l22, and
KerP25$x1x2

l21 ,x2
l % represents the undetermined terms in

w1(x). The terms that we cannot eliminate from the rhs of
Eq. ~75b! are $x1

l ,x1
l21x2%. Therefore the principal terms of

order l in x that remain in the normal form are of the type
(0,x1

l )T and (0,x1
l21x2)

T and in the lowest order

S ẋ1ẋ2D 5S x20 D 1S 0

v @2#x1
21v @1#x1x2

D 1•••. ~78!

The solution of~75!,

~79!

has twoundeterminedparameters,w1
@1# andw1

@0# . @The nota-
tion is as in~76!: wj

@ l1# is the coefficient ofx1
l1x2

l2 l1 in the
j th row of w.# The latter can, for instance, be fixed to zero
but we should remember that even though these two terms
do not contribute to the current main order of the transfor-
mation ~75!, say r5 l1m21, they affect higher orders
s.r ~next rows of Lie triangle!. In other words,ũs.r de-
pends on what values these parameters take. Below we show
how crucial this dependence can be.

3. Symplectic property

Before we analyze the resonance terms in more detail we
must consider how to make our transformation symplectic.
In the faithful case KerP5B we should not worry because
all we do is solve Eqs.~75! and eliminate the entire
u(x,z): our solutionw(x,z) will replicate the Hamiltonian
property of ũ(x,z). For KerPÞB the situation requires
special attention. In the Hamiltonian case variables (x1 ,x2)
@as well as (zj ,zj11), j53,5, . . . ,(2N21)# are canonical
conjugates, and at each orderr of the Lie transformation the
componentswj of the generatorw(x,z) must obey an addi-
tional relation

]2W~x!

]x1]x2
5

]w1~x!

]x1
5w1

@1#x2
l211••• ~80a!

52
]w2~x!

]x2
52 lw2

@0#x2
l211•••

~80b!

@cf. Eqs.~57!# such that in particular the coefficients are re-
lated by

w1
@1#52 lw2

@0# . ~80c!

Therefore, in the Hamiltonian case the parameterw1
@1# is de-

termined by the symplectic condition~80c! together with the
Lie equation~75!. If we do not satisfy Eq.~80c! the trans-

formed field of orderr will still be Hamiltonian, but higher
orders will be irreversibly spoiled.

In contrast, there is no restriction due to~80! on parameter
w1

@0# : the rank of the problem isl21 and this parameter
remains completely undetermined. This raises the question
whether the normal form, our final result, is affected by
w1

@0# . To show that the normal form is indeed unique con-
sider ũa5L(wr ,us) with wr5(x2

l ,0)T, where subscriptsa,
r , s represent the orders anda5r1s21. The (ũa)2 compo-
nent of this bracket is~at least! of orderl.1 in x2 and hence
(wr)1

@0# does not contribute to termsx1
a or x1

a21x2 in (ũa)2 .
Since all other contributions can always be eliminated at
stagea of the transformation, the resulting normal form is
unique.

4. Normal form in the Hamiltonian case

Such a symplecticw preserves the Hamiltonian form of
the equations. To see this apply Eq.~74b! to a Hamiltonian
field with componentsu1 andu2 related as in~80! and verify
that termsx1

l x2 in Pw2 match those inu2 . Sincew2 is a
solution of Eq.~75a! applyP to both sides of this equation,
neglectP2w1 because it does not contribute to the terms of
interest and use relation betweenu1 andu2:

Pw25P2w12Pu1→02x2
]u1
]x1

5x2
]u2
]x2

.

Therefore by solving Eq.~75a! for a Hamiltonian field
u(x) we not only eliminatex1

l ~and all other nonlinear terms!
from the ẋ1 row, but also remove the related term
2 lx1

l21x2 from the ẋ2 row. As a consequence we have no
mixed termsx1

l x2 in the normal form~78!. In other words

ẋ25(
l.1

v2
@ l #x1

l , ~81a!

and
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HNF~«crit!5 1
2x2

22 1
3v2

@2#x1
31•••. ~81b!

5. ResonancesL5„l,m…2lk50

The above outlines the procedure for the singular case,
based on matrix~72b! with a50. Now let us recall that we
are dealing with ODE’s that depend smoothly on a single
parameter«. Typically a(«) has a simple zero at«crit and
typically the eigenvaluesl j («crit) are irrational numbers. In a
generic situation, therefore, at«crit the only set$m% such that
(l,m)50 is $m%[$0%, z$m%51. It follows that the null
space ofP, and the resulting terms in the normal form of
(v1 ,v2)

T, are entirely independent of the variables
z3 , . . . ,zN @cf. Eq. ~78!#. Furthermore, Ker(P2lk)5B, so
Eqs. ~75c! can be solved to eliminate everything from the
normal form:v35v45•••5vN50 andż5lz.

Essentially the same argument applies in a neighborhood
of « crit . There are additional resonances (l,m)2lk50, but
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of«crit they are only
high-order resonances. Therefore the normal formv has the
same low-order terms with coefficients depending on«.

On the other hand, a Hamiltonian system always has ‘‘un-
interesting’’ resonances~Sec. VII A 4!, which mix the two
subsystems (x1 ,x2) and (z3 , . . . ,z2N). Sincel352l4 , we
will find such resonances (l,m)50 wheneverm35m4 and
our nonremovable terms inv2 must also include
x1
l (z3z4)

m3. Further thought tells us that the normal form of
v contains

v~x,z!5mS 0

2x1
l ~z3z4!

a

x1
l11~z3z4!

a21z3

2x1
l11~z3z4!

a21z4

. . .

D , ~82!

with z35 z̄4 a canonical pair. These terms are more easily
expressed in terms of the Hamilton function@for a50, cf.
Eq. ~81b!#

HNF~x,I ;«crit!5 1
2x2

22 1
3v2

@2#~ I !x1
31•••, ~83!

where v2
@2#(I )5v2

@2#(I 3 ,I 4 , . . . ,I N) is a power series in
I j5

1
2z2 j21z2 j . In other words the ‘‘uninteresting’’ reso-

nances lead to a Birkhoff-type dependence of the terms of
the resulting normal form onN21 action variablesI j of the
nonsingular subsystem.

6. Time dependence

The main advantage of the method we present is that once
time u is replaced by auxiliary variables~48b! the latter are
treated within the framework already developed for dynami-
cal variables~albeit that they are regarded as parameters
when the symplectic property is considered!. The auxiliary
system itself does not need to be transformed, and it follows
that the terms left in the normal form of the main system
include auxiliary variables as factors (z1z2)[1; i.e., the re-
sulting normal form is time independent. Thus to study a
periodic trajectory of a system with two degrees of freedom
we transform the initial periodic system of two equations in

(x1 ,x2) into a system of four equations in (x1 ,x2 ,z1 ,z2) and
then reduce the latter to form~81b!.

7. Real transformation

One technical detail proves to be quite useful. If~some of!
the eigenvalueslk of matrix ~72b! are imaginary~elliptic!
we can avoid complex arithmetic by making the singular
block imaginary:

x5 S 1 0

0 i D y, ~84a!

ẏ5 S 1 0

0 2 i DA S 1 0

0 i D y1 S 1 0

0 2 i D u„x~y!…

5 i S 0 1

2a 0D y1S u1~y1 ,iy2!

2 iu2~y1 ,iy2!
D . ~84b!

There is an important class of Hamilton functions of concrete
physical systems that are~i! real and~ii ! even in the momen-
tum p5x2 ~often called time-reversal invariant!. If u(x) is a
field generated by such a function then polynomialsu1 and
u2 are, respectively, odd and even functions ofx2 so that the
transform ofu(x) on the rhs of Eq.~84b! is purely imagi-
nary. In such a casei becomes an overall factor and we use
real polynomials in (y,z) for the Lie transformation of field
u.

8. Normal form in the C1 case

In this case the coordinate system (x1 ,x2) can be chosen
such that the linear partAx is always singular, i.e.,a[0 ~see
Sec. II B 4!. On the other hand, the field at the origin is
nonsingular for all parameter values«Þ«crit ; i.e., the field
has a constant componentuconst}«2«crit , which vanishes at
the critical point. The normal form of the Hamilton function
is

HNF~x,I ;«!5a~«2«crit!x11
1
2x2

21 1
3v«~ I !x1

31•••

~85!

~cf. Table I!. Note that the dependence of nonlinear terms
v«(I ) on « has no qualitative significance; the critical term is
a(«2«crit)x1 .

9. C2 case: solution fora;0

TheC2 case differs from the above in that~i! the origin is
always a fixed point;~ii ! matrixA of the linear part becomes
singular only at«crit , which is a simple zero ofa(«); and
~iii ! the Hamilton function is an even function of bothx2 and
x1 . The main technical problem arises here due to nonzero
a. Instead of Eqs.~74b! we have

~P1aP2!w12w25u1 , ~86a!

~P1aP2!w22aw15
?

u2 , ~86b!

~P1aP2!wk2lkwk5
?

uk , ~86c!

with P defined in Eq.~74c! and
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P25x1
]

]x2
. ~86d!

We solve Eqs.~86! in the same way as Eqs.~75!: we entirely
eliminate u1 and determinew2 from Eq. ~86a!; substitute
w2 into Eq. ~86b! to obtain an equation forw1; construct
componentsw1 andwk from homogeneous polynomials~79!
in ImP2 and ImP as we did fora50. In other words in the
case of resonance we reduce the dimension of the system as
if a50 with the only difference being that matrices replac-
ing ~77! and ~76! have many additional small nonzero ele-
ments. Naturally, this is the only stable procedure for
a;0.

As a result

HNF~x,I ;«!5a~«!x1
21 1

2x2
21 1

4v«~ I !x1
41•••. ~87!

B. Symmetric period-1 bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit

Due to theRs symmetry of the perpendicular orbit the
period-1 bifurcation is not of the generic ‘‘saddle-node’’ or
C1 type in Table I but of the ‘‘pitchfork’’ orC2 type. Sym-
metry saves the life of this orbit. TheC2-symmetric normal
form is

HNF5
1
2a~«2« crit!s̃

21 1
2 p̃s

21(
j51

v j~«!s̃2 j12, ~88a!

with «crit520.12726. To achieve such a canonical represen-
tation we scaled the initial coordinates so that

~ s̃,p̃s!5„sm~«!1/2,psm~«!21/2
…, ~88b!

with effective mass m(«) well approximated as
m(«)50.4271910.12172(«2«crit). As shown in Fig. 16
~left! parameters in~88a! are also essentially linear functions
of («2«crit), and, of course,v0(«crit)5

1
2a(0)50.

1. Organized bifurcations

The numeric values of the parameters we obtained for
~88a! are listed in Table V. The major nonlinear contribution
v1s

4 has negative sign, while the next termv2s
6 is positive.

This results in the organization phenomenon described in
Sec. II A 1, Eq.~2c!. And indeed, as shown on theps50
sections in Fig. 16~cf. Fig. 2!, at first a saddle-node bifurca-
tion occurs at«'20.149 («2«crit'20.022) ands.0.
Due to theRs symmetry a twin saddle-node bifurcation oc-
curs ats,0. This produces two stable points~minima! and
two unstable points~saddles!. As « increases the unstable
points move towards the origin, collide there, and disappear
at «crit . Figure 17 illustrates this process.

The scale of the described phenomenon is large, in terms
of boths and the range of«. Moreover, from Fig. 9 we find
that in the range«'20.149•••«crit the perpendicular orbit
has many high-order resonances withk.10. Furthermore, at
such high« the motion is very irregular: most of the phase
space is chaotic. All this would be a good excuse for the
normal form~88a! to fail. It needs no mercy, however. While
the v1 andv2 coefficients in Table V are of the same mag-
nitude, the value ofv3 drops significantly, thus indicating
that the formal series can be extended toq8 and even to
q10. ~And indeed the period-8 resonance is sufficiently dis-
tant in «.) Using the three termsq4, q6, andq8 we obtain
the value of20.1490, while the numerical estimate~from
the sequence of the Poincare´ surfaces! made for us by Shaw
@11# gives20.1482. Intrigued by such success of the normal
form approach we compared the simple prediction in Fig. 17
with the actual surface of section in the whole (s,ps) do-
main of interest. This section, also provided by Shaw@10#,
demonstrates both the power and the limitation of the normal
form. The global picture is indeed very similar to that pre-
dicted by the simple contour plot in Fig. 17. In terms of the
positions of the stationary points and the dimensions of the
stable islands the normal form is quantitatively correct.~To
compare, place the surface of section between the bottom
and the middle contour plots according to
20.015,«2«crit520.0127,0.) However, the normal
form cannot reproduce all the fascinating destruction caused
by other resonances. As we see in Fig. 18, the stable twins
undergo a period-6 bifurcation of their own; a barely seen
chain below and above the central stable island may also
indicate a high-order resonance of the central orbit. At close
distance we witness the structure of the emerging chaos.

2. Periodic orbits and their symmetry

This period-1 bifurcation of the half map corresponds to a
period-1 bifurcation of the full map. The twin stationary

FIG. 16. Normal form~88a! near the period-1C2 symmetric
~pitchfork! bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit. Left: dependence
of coefficients on scaled energy«, with « crit520.12726. Compar-
ing to Eq. ~88a!, c2 is a~«2«crit!, and c4,c6,c8 are, respectively,
v1,v2,v3. Right: sections atps50 and «2«crit520.024 ~top!,
20.022014~saddle node!, 20.020,20.018,. . . ,0, 0.002.

TABLE V. Parameters of the normal form~88a! near the
period-1 symmetric bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit as series
in scaled energy«.

f a f (0) f (1) f (2)

q2 a/2 0 26.848360 21.410814
q4 v1 20.460116 21.011357 5.491070
q6 v2 0.401166 0.273090 2.851380
q8 v3 0.050968 0.498350 20.506682

af («5@ f (0)1 f (1)(«2«crit)11/2f (2)(«2«crit)
2#31021.
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points of the normal form~Fig. 17! are not connected by the
map: each point corresponds to a distinct periodic orbit in
(u8,v8). The four orbits are shown in Fig. 19. The twins are
related to each other byRs . Hence, similar to all odd-k
bifurcations they break theRs symmetry and preserveRl .
Each orbit passes the surface of section in both directions
(pl:0), and is a line in (u8,v8) ~is degenerate!. The un-
stable twins shown in Fig. 19 move to the perpendicular
trajectory as«→« crit and disappear. None of these trajecto-
ries passes through the origin.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

A. Results

Normal form theory was sketched by Poincare´ and then
by Birkhoff nearly 70 years ago; since then it has become a
standard tool for qualitative analysis. Normalization about an
equilibrium point has been used as a quantitative tool for
many years. Normalization about a periodic orbit is more
complex. This paper reports the first full numerical imple-
mentation of this procedure as a quantitative scheme for
studying developments in the phase space near a PO.

Normalization about a PO proceeds in three steps.~i!
Isoenergetic reduction: we choose coordinates along and
across the original PO, and reduce 2N autonomous equations
to 2N22 nonautonomous equations.~ii ! Floquet transforma-
tion: we make a linear periodic change of variables to elimi-
nate the time dependence in the linear equations.~iii ! Lie
transformation: we construct Lie generators of a sequence of

canonical transformations to eliminate all possible nonlinear
terms from the equations, leaving only those that are essen-
tial. This transformation is terminated at a desired order and
the resulting truncated normal form is a Hamilton function,
which defines integrable dynamics. This function has the
property that its contour plots correspond to Poincare´ sur-
faces of section of the original system: in particular, PO’s of
the original system correspond to stationary points of the
normal form, and bifurcations of PO’s are understood as bi-
furcations of these stationary points.

The normal form method is a practical and effective
method for studying motion in the vicinity of a PO. As the
present paper indicates, some effort is required to construct
and implement a normalizing algorithm; however, once that
is done, the normal form gives back information about PO’s
in an efficient, compact, and eloquent manner. For example,
we have found that pictures such as Fig. 1 are generated at
least ten times faster by normalization than by numerical
construction of surfaces of section.

More important, of course, is that the simple structure of
normal forms provides insight and understanding that cannot
be obtained simply from numerical integration of trajecto-
ries. At the linear level the method tells us at which values of
parameter« bifurcations will occur. Extending the normal
form to higher degrees, we can now understand the orga-
nized sequences of bifurcations that had previously been
seen in calculations. We can also see that the organized se-
quence of bifurcations shown in Fig. 1 is not some strange
anomaly that is unique to the perpendicular PO of diamag-
netic Kepler problem. It must occur commonly—the normal
form predicts such behavior whenever the major nonlinear
terms in the normal form have opposite signs, and provided
that higher-order terms are small in the region of interest.
This occurs for all 1:k bifurcations of the perpendicular PO
with the exception of the 1:3 bifurcation~Tables IV and V!.
It will occur in many other systems.

Finally, the theory and the examples lead in new direc-
tions, some of which are suggested below.

B. Connections with other work and perspectives
for future study

1. Normal forms, integrability, and chaos

The relation between normal-form theory and chaotic mo-
tion is well represented in Figs. 17 and 18. If the sequence of
canonical transformations that generates the normal form
were to converge then the system would have only integrable
motion, no chaos. It is well known, however, that in general

FIG. 17. Contour plot of the normal formH«(s,ps) near the
C2 symmetric period-1 bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit:
«2«crit520.022~top!, 20.015~middle!, 0.002~bottom!.

FIG. 18. Poincare´ surface of section near theC2 symmetric
period-1 bifurcation of the perpendicular orbit:«520.14,
«2«crit520.01271. The data were provided by J. Shaw.

FIG. 19. Periodic trajectories created near the perpendicular or-
bit before it undergoes the period-1~‘‘last’’ ! bifurcation and be-
comes unstable in the (u,v) ~left! and (r,z) coordinates for scaled
energy«520.14. Stable trajectory is shown by a bold line.
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that sequence diverges@1,14,29#. Truncation of this normal
series is the main simplification, which replaces the true
Hamiltonian by an integrable one. Despite the fact that this
integrable system cannot be equivalent to the initial system
~their phase portraits, or families of phase curves, are topo-
logically different!, the theory proves to be quite a powerful
tool. Normal form theory produces a finite precision local
approximation that is valid in an average~short time! sense
and that discards chaotic behavior~@29#, Appendix 7.E!. The
way this theory functions is to some extent similar to the way
our eye analyzes numerical Poincare´ surfaces of section: it
suppresses~eliminates! chaotic ‘‘noise,’’ brightens regular
features~islands of stability!, interpolates these features, i.e.,
interpolates the Poincare´ map ~in particular removes separa-
trix splitting!, and finally reshapes the picture into an ideal
Ck symmetric form, such as in Fig. 1 and Table I.

However, limited normal form theory is for any global
~phase space and time! analysis of nonintegrable systems, it
perfectly suits the purpose of studying the qualitative
changes in the local short-time behavior, such as bifurcations
of periodic orbits or equilibria. For such a study we consider
the normal form as a formal series and take the few first
terms. This model is equivalent to the initial systemonly in
terms of formal series. For those who like to start from the
surfaces of section the equivalence relation~periodic orbits!
; ~fixed points of the Poincare´ map! ' ~fixed points of the
normal form of this map! ; ~stationary points of effective
Hamiltonian! would give the main idea of this paper. We
may conclude that the normal-form method is a tool to study
short-time correlations in the phase space of a system with
soft chaos.

2. Dynamical vs a priori symmetry

Our problem ~DKP! is typical of systems studied by
physicists in that it containsa priori symmetries in addition
to the approximate symmetries caused by the resonances and
idealized in the normal form. In this paper we treated thesea
priori symmetries in an elementary andad hocmanner. It is
clear that a more general and systematic treatment can be
done and would be helpful. An important step in that direc-
tion was made by de Aguiaret al. @12#: considering symmet-
ric maps they showed that a bifurcation of a PO in a
Cs-symmetric system produces a 2k-island chain. More re-
mains to be done. Normal-form theory has a great potential
for application in the analysis of problems with symmetry. A
systematic analysis would show how this symmetry gets
built into the symmetry of the normal form; i.e., it would
start from the total symmetry groupG of the total initial
Hamilton function, select those symmetry operations that
form a symmetry groupg,G of the periodic solution under
study, and define theactionof g on this solution and on the
surrounding phase space. We plan to present such an ap-
proach in a future paper.

3. Higher dimensions

In this paper we used as an example a system with two
degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, we formulated the theory
in general terms for systems withN degrees of freedom. We
believe that the real power of normal form methods will be
manifested in systems withN53 or 4. The Poincare´ surfaces

of section for such systems are of dimension 4 or 6 and are
hard to generate numerically and difficult to envision and to
comprehend.

In contrast, implementation of the normal-form theory is
straightforward. Thus forN53, normalization about a PO
produces an effective Hamiltonian withN52, and this can
be studied by standard methods. Moreover, near each bifur-
cation the normal-form method selects an appropriate obser-
vation plane in the four-dimensional phase space of this
Hamiltonian. Atoms in crossed fields are obvious candidates
for such studies.

4. Connections with quantum descriptions

All of this theory arose because of experimental measure-
ments on a quantum system@8#. What connections exist be-
tween normal-form theory and quantum Hamiltonians and
wave functions?

For systems with~approximate! integrals, semiclassical
quantization can be based on the global normal form of the
Hamilton function near equilibrium~see Refs.@3#, Chap.
14.3, @44–46#, and many others!.

Nonintegrable systems can be quantized according to
Gutzwiller’s theory@3#, which shows that quantum mechan-
ics develops around periodic orbits of the classical problem.
Due to the uncertainty principle~due to the finite resolution,
the ‘‘speck’’ structure of quantum phase space! classical dy-
namics near these orbits is time-space averaged in essentially
the same way as in the normal form: over finite~short! time
and locally. Thus the absence of classical chaos in the nor-
mal form is somewhat analogous to that in the quantum
problem. It follows that local normal forms near periodic
orbits that we work with in this paper are directly related to
the semiclassical theory of chaotic systems.

For example, experimental measurements on atoms in
fields show quantum manifestations of bifurcations of peri-
odic orbits. Near a bifurcation, semiclassical formulas for
recurrence strengths and the density of states diverge, and
have to be replaced by uniform approximations@47#. The
information needed to construct these approximations is, in
fact, contained in the normal form.
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APPENDIX A: HAMILTON FUNCTIONS,
VECTOR FIELDS, AND MAPS

Qualitative theory of dynamical~Hamiltonian! systems
can be equivalently developed in terms of Hamilton func-
tions, Hamiltonian vector fields, and symplectic maps. Nor-
mal form theory gives a technique to reduce any of these
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three representations of the system to some canonical simple
form with only essential~nonreducible! terms remaining.

The language of vector fields unifies the Hamiltonian case
with the general theory of differential equations. It is particu-
larly convenient for the theory of time-dependent or driven
systems. Since the equations of motion near a periodic orbit
are of this latter type, we primarily use this language in this
paper. On the other hand, the use of Hamilton functions
takes full advantage of the symplectic nature of the problem,
is compact, eloquent, and hence the most convenient for pre-
senting the results, such as Eq.~1! and Fig. 1. Maps have
been much appreciated since Poincare´. They are more illus-
trative and more familiar in applications, but are less conve-
nient for our purposes.

1. Hamilton functions near equilibrium

Qualitative theory for one degree of freedom directly fol-
lows from Sec. II A 2. We usex5(q,p), or (w,I ), with
I5 1

2(q
21p2)5 1

2r
2, as symplectic~canonical! coordinates

on the plane and considerf «(q,p) or f «(2w,I ) in Table I as
Morse~generic! Hamilton functions. We choose the origin as
described in Sec. II B 4 and obtain linearized equations of
motion ẋ5A«x with Jacobian matrix

A«5S 0 1

21 0D S ]2f «

]~q,p! D , ~A1!

whose determinant and hence singularity properties are the
same as those of~3b!. For N degrees of freedomA« is a
Hamiltonian matrix:A«Psp(N,r ) ~@16#, Chap. II A!, the
theory extends naturally@28#.

2. Hamiltonian vector fields near a singular point

In one degree of freedom we again implement Morse
functions in Table I to generate qualitatively different pos-
sible normal forms of generic~Hamiltonian! vector fields on
the plane near their singular point

v«~q,p!5S 0 1

21 0D S ] f «

]q
,
] f «

]p D T. ~A2!

Fieldsv« areequivariant: they commute with operations of
the corresponding symmetry groupCk @32#.

The matrix of the linearized field~A1! defines the direc-
tion of the field~direction of motion, or time evolution! near
the origin. The phase portraits can be relatively simply un-
derstood from the contour plots~constant energy sets! in
Table I. The field is tangent to these contours and its direc-
tion can be indicated by the ‘‘direction of the contour’’ as
shown in Fig. 1~d!. The stationary points~3a! of f « become
the singular points ofv« . To determine relative directions
we choose an arbitrary direction for one nonseparatrix con-
tour and assign the same~the opposite! direction to all other
nonseparatrix contours whose points can be connected to
those of the initial one by a continuous line that crosses an
even~odd! number of separatrices~and avoids fixed points!.
Reversing timet°2t simultaneously reverses all directions.

An important point to note is that the symmetry of the
fields ~of the phase portraits and of the directed contours! is
preciselyCk @32#, the one indicated in Table I. This is be-

cause reflection, such ass:(q,p)°(q,2p), is not a sym-
plectic ~canonical! transformation and hence does not com-
mute with Hamiltonian fields.~Similar to reversing time
reflections change the sign ofdq`dp.)

3. Symplectic maps of the plane near a fixed point

Symplectic maps naturally arise in dynamical theory as
Poincare´ maps~see@17#, Sec. 6.32D and@16#, Chap. V E!
and as such are often used in the study of periodic orbits.
Thus Meyer obtained his classification@9# ~see Sec. II B! by
studying generic bifurcations of symplectic maps of the
plane and using normal forms of such maps near a fixed
point.

Of course, Meyer’s normal forms of the maps~of area
preserving diffeomorphisms of the plane! are finite differ-
ence analogs of~A2! and can be derived from Table I. For
instance, the flow

S q̇ṗD 5S p1•••

2«2q21•••

D , ~A3a!

generated by the theC1-type Morse Hamiltonian, corre-
sponds to Meyer’s extremal case~@16#, Chap. VIII A2!

S qpD °S qpD 2«1S 0 1

0 0D S qpD 2S . . .

q21•••

D . ~A3b!

The map near the transitional fixed point~@16#, Chap.
VIII A 3 ! corresponds to theC2 Morse function. For
k-bifurcation points~@16#, Chap. VIII A 4! (k.2) we use
angle-action coordinates~50a!. This produces a time-
independent map in the frame (w̃, Ĩ ) rotating with rational
frequencyn/k. Explicit time dependence can be restored by
~canonical! backsubstitution~cf. Sec. II B 5!

~ w̃, Ĩ !5~w2nt/k,I !, F25I ~ w̃1nt/k!. ~A4!

The map is then produced by settingt52p ~the period!.
We also note that the linear part and the nonsingularity

condition of the mapz°z1A«z1••• are given by Eqs.
~A1! and~3b!. The contour plots in Table I give an image of
the corresponding map~@16#, Chap. VIII A 1!. Like vector
fields, maps are directed, and the only symmetry operations
that can commute with them are of typeCk .

Truncated normal forms of symplectic mapsP and of
Hamilton functionsH are indeed equivalent, and for study-
ing local and short time phenomena such equivalence suf-
fices. However, regardingP andH themselves, we can only
say that at the level of formal seriesP can beinterpolatedby
the flow of H ~@17#, Sec. 2.26.H, p. 200 and Sec. 6.35, p.
321!.

APPENDIX B: CURVILINEAR COORDINATES NEAR
A TRAJECTORY IN TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Consider a smooth configuration-space curveR(l) pa-
rametrized by its natural parameter~length! l ~@7#, Appendix
D1!. In a simple case of dimension two, i.e.,
R(l)5@Rx(l),Ry(l)#, the space of normal variations is de-
fined by the normal unit vectorn:@v3n#51, or
(nx ,ny)5(2vy ,vx), wherev5dR/dl is the speed vector
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anduv(l)u[1 sincel is a natural parameter. The derivative
of n is given by the Frenet formula~see@48#, Pt. I or @49#,
Chap. 15.4!

dn

dl
52k~l!v56UdvdlUv, ~B1!

wherek(l) is ~signed! curvature. Radius vectorsr of points
sufficiently close to the curve can always be uniquely repre-
sented as

r ~l,s!5R~l!1sn~l!, ~B2a!

]r

]l
5v~l!@12k~l!s#, ~B2b!

]r

]s
5n~l! ~B2c!

if s, the distance to the curve, is small, or more precisely

k~l!s,1. ~B2d!

Equations~B2! introduce configuration space coordinates
(l,s) such thatds is normal to the configuration-space im-
age of the trajectory. For Hamiltonian systems we use a
Mathieu transformation with generating function~@7#, Eq.
~D6!#

F3~px ,py ;l,s!52pxx~l,s!2pyy~l,s!, ~B3a!

such that new conjugate momenta

pl,s5F ]r

]~l,s!G
T

px,y, . . . ~B3b!

are obtained from the Jacobian in~B2b! and ~B2c!.

APPENDIX C: DIAMAGNETIC KEPLER PROBLEM

1. Larmor reduction, cylindrical coordinates

The total three-dimensional Hamiltonian of the hydrogen
atom in the magnetic field has continuous symmetryC` ;
projectionLz of the orbital angular momentum of the elec-
tron (z is parallel to the field! and longitudew are the cor-
responding integral of motion and ignorable angle. In cylin-
drical coordinates (r,z,w), and in the frame rotating with
Larmor frequencyvL5 1

2(B/c) a.u. the reduced Hamiltonian
is

H5 1
2 @~pr

21pz
22~r21z2!21/21r21l 2r22#5«,

l 5 1
2Lz~B/c!1/3 ~C1!

where« is the ‘‘scaled energy’’~see@6,50# and @3#, Chap.
18.4!.

We formally extend the domain of definition of~C1! to
2`,r,`. This 1:2 image of the initialr>0 problem has
a reflection symmetryr→2r in addition to the symmetry
z→2z @51#.

2. Regularization: semiparabolic coordinates

The main difficulty of the Hamiltonian~C1! is the Cou-
lomb singularity (r21z2)21. It can be removed in the so-
called semiparabolic coordinates@5,6#

~r,z!5~2uv,u22v2!5~u822v82,2u8v8!, ~C2a!

~u8,v8!5S u1v

A2
,
u2v

A2 D . ~C2b!

If we scale time~the Levi-Civita transformation! and con-
sider the important caseLz50, ~C1! becomes

H«5 1
2 ~pu

21pv
2!14~u21v2!F2~uv !22«1

l̃

~uv !2
G52,

~C3a!

5 1
2 ~pu8

2
1pv8

2
!14~u821v82!

3F 1
2 ~u822v82!22«1

4l̃

~u822v82!2
G52, ~C3b!

with « the only parameter. BecauseLz50 ~C3! has no sin-
gularity @52#.

To completely simplify the topology of the phase space
we allow all values of (u,v) in ~C2! @51#. This gives a 4:1
image of the initial problem and causes many of thea priori
symmetries of~C3!. @The full symmetry group of~C3! is
D4 , while the initial problem possesses onlyz°2z.# Nev-
ertheless, the trajectories of the two problems are in a certain
correspondence and hence we can study them for the smooth
problem~C3! and then map onto those of the initial problem.

3. Perpendicular orbit

The perpendicular orbit is a particular solution for equa-
tions of motion defined by~C1! such thatz[0 and the cor-
responding Hamilton function is

H~pr ,r!5 1
2 ~pr

21r2!2r215«. ~C4!

In the coordinates~C2b! this becomes Eq.~16!. In the ex-
tended (r,z) frame we have two equivalent-by-symmetry so-
lutions r.0 and r,0, which correspond to solutions
u8[0 andv8[0. Obviously, we need to study only one of
the solutions, and therefore we do not need to consider the
C4 :(u8,v8)°(v8,2u8) symmetry of~C3b!.

APPENDIX D: LOGARITHM OF A SYMPLECTIC
232 MATRIX

In this appendix we construct the logarithm of a real sym-
plectic 232 matrixMP Sp~2,r!. The logarithm is an element
of the algebra sp~2,r!, the algebra of generators of the group
Sp~2,r!.

Consider a real symplectic 232 matrix

M5S a b

g d D PSp~2,r !⇔detM5ad2bg51, ~D1a!

with eigenvalues
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l1,25H exp~6k! for t.21

exp~6k̃1 ip! for t,1,
~D1b!

with half trace

t5 1
2 TrM5 1

2 ~a1d!. ~D1c!

We connect matrixM to the originI using the exponent

M ~ t !5exp~ t lnM !, M ~0!5I , M ~1!5M . ~D2!

We will show that ift.21, or in the ‘‘positive domain of
M , ’’ the logarithm lnM is a real Hamiltonian matrix, other-
wise lnM cannot be real.

To define the logarithm of a symplectic 232 matrix
~D1a! we construct a Hamiltonian matrix

V5S ~a2d!/2 b

g ~d2a!/2D Psp~2,r !, TrV50,

5M2tI , ~D3a!

or in terms of the generators of Sp~2!,

V5
b2g

2
~ i ŝy!1

b1g

2
ŝx1

a2b

2
ŝzPsp~2,r !,

~D3b!

whereŝx,ŝy and ŝz are the Pauli matrices. Since

detV5At221, ~D3c!

matrix V is factort221 idempotent~nilpotent for utu51),

V25~t221!I . ~D3d!

We first consider the positive domain ofM . Let k in
~D1b! be

k5 iv, ~D4a!

with v real and positive for21,t,1, zero fort51, and
positive imaginary fort.1. Using exponential definitions
for hyperbolic and trigonometric functions, such as
coshk5@expk1exp(2k)#/2, we obtain

t5coshk5cosv,

At2215sinhk5 isinv. ~D4b!

It follows that k and sinhk are real and positive ift.1,
while v and sinv are real and positive if21,t,1. Then
the logarithm ofM in ~D1a! and ~D2! can be expressed as

lnM5
k

sinhk
V5

v

sinv
V5

k

At221
V for t.21

~D4c!

[V for t51. ~D4d!

Proof.Using the property~D3d! of V makes exponentia-
tion ~D2! quite simple:

M ~ t !5expS tk

At221
V D

5 (
m50

` F I ~ tk!2m

~2m!!
1

V

At221

~ tk!2m11

~2m11!! G
5Icosh~ tk!1

sinh~ tk!

sinhk
V for t.21 ~D5a!

5I1tV for t51. ~D5b!

The above solution does not apply ift,21. However, a
different formula may be used in that domain, and indeed for
all t,1. Write k̃ in ~D1b! as

k̃5 i ṽ, ~D6a!

with ṽ real and positive fort,21, zero fort521, and
positive imaginary fort,1. Then

t52coshk̃52cosṽ,

At2215sinhk̃5 isinṽ, ~D6b!

so that k̃ and sinhk̃ are real and positive ift,21, while
ṽ and sinṽ are real and positive if21,t,1. Then

lnM5
2k̃

sinhk̃
V1 ipI5

2ṽ

sinṽ
V1 ipI

52
k̃

At221
V1 ipI for t,1 ~D6c!

[2V1 ipI for t521. ~D6d!

The proof is the same as before:

M ~ t !5expS 2tk̃

At221
V1 iptI D

5exp~ ipt !F Icosh~ tk̃ !2
sinh~ tk̃ !

sinhk̃
VG for t,1

~D7a!

5exp~ ipt !~ I2tV! for t521. ~D7b!

The two logarithms~D4! and~D6! represent two different
sheets of the logarithm function. They do not match in the
domain of overlap21,t,1.

We conclude that in accordance with general statements
~@16#, Chap. II! a family of real matricesM (t) can be con-
structed for12TrM.21 @38#.

APPENDIX E: ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS
OF LIE TRANSFORMATION THEORY

1. Lie transformation of Hamilton functions and operators

In Secs. VII and VI, we explain Lie transformation theory
of vector fields—we worked directly with the differential
equations~38!. A similar Lie transformation theory can be
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used for Hamilton functions@15,46# or ~in quantum mechan-
ics! for Hamiltonian operators@53#. ~To highlight the corre-
spondence we make the notation similar to that used in Secs.
VII and VI.!

If our dynamical system is Hamiltonian, vector fieldsu,
w, andv in Eqs.~40! and~41! can be generated from Hamil-
ton functionsU, W, andV @cf. Eq. ~A2!#. The algorithm of
Lie transformationU→V is the same as presented above, but
with L defined as the Poisson bracket

L~U,W!5$U,W%5¹xUS 0 1

21 0D ~¹xW!T

5(
i51

N S ]U

]qi

]W

]pi
2

]U

]pi

]W

]qi
D , ~E1!

so that the transformation generated byW is symplectic.
The quantum analog of the theory of Lie transformations

of classical Hamilton functions is the method of contact
transformations~often named after Van Vleck in physics!. In
this latter theory we transform the quantum Hamiltonian

Û5Û01eÛ11eÛ21•••, ~E2a!

a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space, as

Û→V̂5Ŵ21ÛŴ, ~E2b!

using a transformation

Ŵ5exp~ iŴ!5exp~e iŴ11e2iŴ21••• !, ~E2c!

such that

Ŵ215ŴT⇒ŴT52Ŵ. ~E2d!

The Lie product, the quantum analog of~E1!, is of course
defined as@A,B#5AB2BA, and the transformed quantum
Hamiltonian becomes

V̂5Û1@ iŴ,Û#1†iŴ,@ iŴ,Û#‡1•••. ~E2e!

We substituteÛ and Ŵ as e series~E2a! and ~E2c! and
collect terms of the same order—exactly as prescribed by the
Lie triangle, to arrive at

V̂05Û0 , V̂15Û11 i @Ŵ1 ,Û0#, . . . . ~E2f!

Thus if we want to modify~to eliminate! Û1 we solve the Lie
equation forŴ1 .

As noted in Sec. IX B 1, projecting the quantum-classical
correspondence on the problem of normal forms near a peri-
odic trajectory is by itself a very interesting subject.

2. Lie transformations periodic in time

In Eqs. ~48! we convert 2N22 nonautonomous Hamil-
tonian equations into 2N autonomous non-Hamiltonian
equations. Two alternatives can be used.

a. Transformation of nonautonomous vector fields.We
can operate with vector fields that explicitly depend on time.
@Recall the slippery change fromu to (q2 ,p2) in Eq. ~10b! of

Sec. II B 5.# This, however, changes the Lie equation~43c!
into

S LA1
]

]u Dw~y,u!5u~y,u!, ~E3!

and incurs further changes to the finite transformation algo-
rithm in Sec. VI A 2. The advantage of the periodicity inu is
taken when solving Eq.~E3!: solutionw(y,u) is sought on
invariant subspaces spanned by Fourier-Taylor terms
ymexp(iku) ~@17#, Chap. 5, Sec. 25B!.

b. Transformation of Hamilton function.If our equations
are Hamiltonian we can make au-dependent transformation
of the Hamilton functionU(x,u,e) instead of the vector field
u(x,u,e). The Lie equation@cf. Eqs.~E3! and~E1!# becomes

$W,U%1
]

]u
W~y,u!5U~y,u!, ~E4!

and our new Hamilton function now includes an additional
part, thereminder ~@16#, Chap. VII A 3!, composed of de-
rivatives]W/]u. Again, we make a general time-dependent
transformation and take advantage of the periodicity inu
only when solving Eq.~E4! in terms ofymexp(iku).

APPENDIX F: SYMMETRIES OF THE NORMAL FORM
AND OF PERIODIC TRAJECTORIES

IN 1:k BIFURCATIONS
A contour plot of the normalHn:k alone is not enough to

understand completely the corresponding system of periodic
trajectories. Detailed consideration for the perpendicular PO
follows.

1. Linear map properties

We take into account that the coiling speed~linear fre-
quencyv) is 1n/k ~the direction of the coil is clockwise!
and the greatest common denominator gcd(n,k)51 so that
orbits cross (s,ps) k times before the closure in (s,ps).
From Eqs.~69! we easily conclude that ifk is evenHn:k has
k stable andk unstable stationary points and hence there is a
stable-unstable pair of trajectories passing through these
points. On the other hand, ifk is odd we have two such pairs:
indeed, one stable~unstable! trajectory cannot pass all 2k
stable~unstable! points since it steps inw by 2pn/k, not by
pn/k, and closes afterk crossings.

2. Connecting pieces into wholes

We should also remember that in Sec. V D we chose to
use the half period, so that our trajectories return to (s,ps)
at every half periodu5p l , l50,1,2, . . . . Now we have to
connect the halves. For this it is sufficient to remember that
pl.0 whenu52p l and pl,0 whenu5p12p l @indeed
pl5A2J«cos(u)#. Thus if k is even, such ask54,

~F1a!

In other words, ifk is even we connectk pieces into one
whole, thus obtaining a period-k/2 whole trajectory; a
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period-k bifurcation of the half-period reduced problem turns
out to be a period-k/2 bifurcation of the actual trajectory
( 141

1
45

1
2!. On the other hand, ifk is odd, such ask53,

~F1b!

we have to connect 2k pieces for the trajectory to retrace
itself. Consequently, ifk is odd ann:k bifurcation of the
half-period problem corresponds to a 2n:k bifurcation of the
whole trajectory (131

1
35

2
3!.

3. Behavior with respect toRs

Resonancesn:k induce theCk symmetry in the (s,ps)
plane. In the case of oddk this symmetry is not compatible
with Rs5C2 . Since the latter is inherent to the problem, the
normal formHn:k centered at the perpendicular orbit has
higher symmetryC2k5Ck^Rs . The new periodic orbits
~like the new stationary points ofHn:k) are, however, not
Rs invariant. Theybreakthis symmetry. On the contrary, in
the even-k case the new periodic trajectories remainRs in-
variant becauseCk.C2; i.e., the induced symmetry contains
Rs .

The described symmetry properties can be easily ob-
served if we represent trajectories by the groups ofk equiva-
lent stationary points ofHn:k @43#. ~If such a set represents
two different trajectories passing through the same points in
the opposite directions, we do not need to distinguish them
here because they transform in the same way with respect to
Rs .) An odd-k set of points, such as$2p l /k%,
l50,1, . . . , is not invariant under Rs5C2:
C2$2p l /k%5$22p l /k%5$p12p l /k%. These two sets form
the total of 2k equivalent stationary points. The two corre-
sponding trajectories are mapped into each other byRs . In
contrast,Rs maps the even-k set into itself.

4. Behavior with respect toRl

It is theRl symmetry of the perpendicular orbit@and of
our reduced problem with Hamilton functionJ«(s,ps ,u)
whereRl corresponds to time reversalu→2u# that gets
broken in the even-k case. To understand how this comes
about consider

S 1 2 1 2

a b c dD→
Rl S 2 1 2 1

a b c dD , ~F2a!

as opposed to

S 1 2 1

a b c
U2 1 2

a b c
D→Rl S 2 1 2

a b c
U1 2 1

a b c
D . ~F2b!

In the even-k case theRl produces a new trajectory that goes
in the opposite direction; in the odd-k caseRl merely inter-
changes the two parts of the same trajectory leaving the
whole trajectory invariant.

5. Correspondence of trajectories and stationary points

A k bifurcation involves two period-k orbits, stable and
unstable, which correspond tok stable andk unstable sta-
tionary points of the reduced Hamilton function, such as the
Ck function in Table I. In our case anyk bifurcation also
breaks one of the order-twoa priori symmetries of the cen-
tral orbit. This results infour period-k orbits

G0
1↔
Rl

G0
2 , G1

1↔
Rl

G1
2 for evenk, ~F3a!

G0↔
Rs

G2 , G1↔
Rs

G3 for oddk, ~F3b!

created from~annihilated at! the perpendicular orbit. They
correspond to stationary points~69d! so that Gs in ~70!
passes ats(p/k)1 j (2pn/k), j50, . . . ,k21.

6. Configuration-space images

There are a few subtle details yet to be deduced. As fol-
lows from Eq. ~67!, coordinates of normal form~69b! are
related to initial normal displacements and momentumps

so that atu5l50 the latter coincide with the standard rect-
angular frame for polar coordinates (A2I ,w). In other words,
the contour plot of~69b! is ~qualitatively! the same as the
~interpolated! Poincare´ surface of section withl50, s and
ps along horizontal and vertical axes, andpl taking either
sign ~the p map!. If we now consider the points passed by
Gs in ~70! we find that for equivalent orbits or for different
passes of the same orbit the absolute values of (s,ps ,pl)
often are the same but the signs differ. Thus, in particular,
orbits G0,2 always pass through the originl5s50
(w56p/2), while G1,3 never do. On the other hand,G0

6 or
G1

6 pass there ifk mod 4 equals 0 or 2. Furthermore, using
the pointsw, such that
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